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Foreword

Bold new beginnings are an easy sell, as are happy endings. Middles are the toughest part of the story to explain, yet they’re where the real story is, and that’s why *In on The Kill Taker* has always been an easy part of the Fugazi story to overlook. As Joe Gross illuminates all over this revelatory book, it’s a widely misunderstood album from a widely misunderstood band, and yet it’s an album that lies right at the heart of their story.

In 1993, this music was difficult, and it still is. Lots of people who thought they understood Fugazi at the time didn’t understand this album. *In on The Kill Taker* is where the band’s story became tricky to follow for many curious onlookers who thought of themselves as kindred spirits, or at least fans. The music on this record did not go down easily. It didn’t fit into the clearly comprehensible backstory behind the group’s early records—D.C. punk firebrands from broken bands get together and find a new sound.

The eruption of “Waiting Room,” from their EP, settled into a less dramatic groove—it turned into the grind of a long-running, hard-working band, adult musicians who have figured out what they’re doing and don’t pretend it happens
by accident. *In on the Kill Taker* even made the charts—the first Fugazi album to make a bow on the Billboard Top 200—which was only one of the many baffling things about it. It’s music that asked nothing from the audience yet demanded everything.

Fugazi were not playing anybody else’s game at this point. So *In on The Kill Taker* was where some people lost the plot and settled on the caricature of Fugazi as the Band That Says No, which ignores the point of this music, which is everything they said Yes to, and the sonic language they had to construct to articulate the Yes that felt real to them. Decades after they started, and years after they disbanded, Fugazi remain a band that strangers around the world have heard themselves in, or projected their own issues onto, or have (rightly or wrongly) used as a compass to measure the straightness of their edges. But confusing as this album seemed to the world at large in 1993, this book reveals why it’s such a crucial part of what Fugazi achieved.

Joe Gross lets the four members of that band tell the story—mostly with all of them sitting in the same room, conversing and arguing and listening to each other in real time. The story that emerges in this book shows why *In on The Kill Taker* still resonates. Fugazi made a noise that lasted longer than they hoped or imagined it would. So almost any fan will begin this book thinking they already know the story. It turns out the story is a lot more complicated than that.

*Rob Sheffield is a contributing editor to Rolling Stone and the author of Love is A Mixtape, Dreaming the Beatles, and others.*

—Rob Sheffield
Introduction

“This is not Lollapalooza”

**Terry Gross:** “A lot of people think of punk as having ended a few years ago, and yet you’re still playing music that comes out of that tradition.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “Yeah, we’re like the Shakers. We’re doing the forgotten dance.”

—*Fugazi’s Guy Picciotto from “Fresh Air” on NPR, 1992*

Man alive, neither of you have any idea how forgotten a dance can get.

* * *

On the evening of August 9, 1993, about an hour and change before sunset, several hundred people—maybe even a thousand, nobody seems to have kept count—took the subway or bus or walked to Fort Reno Park, an expanse of grass and trees in the well-to-do Tenleytown neighborhood in Washington, D.C.

Most but not all of those in attendance were high school-aged or in college or had recently graduated. Most but not all
were white and middle class. Most but not all were probably very happy that Bill Clinton took the White House and some were probably looking forward to holding his feet to the fire over various progressive issues. Some thought about politics all day, every day. Some probably didn’t much care about politics at all. There were a fair number of flannel shirts tied around waists. There were jean shorts and band shirts. There were a whole lot of Doc Martens on the feet both male and female.

Sitting between Deal Middle School and Wilson High School, both of which are among the very best public institutions in the city, Fort Reno is the highest point in the District, second only to the top of the Washington Monument. Once the site of an actual Union Army fort, it’s a beloved green space in a city that boasts more than a few nice ones.

It was in the high 70s and falling, a clear summer evening that, by all reasonable standards, is about as gorgeous as D.C. gets in the often exhaustingly humid month of August.

Per tradition, a Good Humor truck was parked nearby and many patrons were getting themselves an ice cream, including two bald, sort of skinhead-looking guys.

The assembled were headed toward a wooden stage at the bottom of a sloping section of the field, a stage that suggested the Platonic ideal of “makeshift”—it looked as if it would fall if you glared at it too hard. But no, a few people were walking on it, setting up microphones, and plugging guitars into amps.

The show was part of the Fort Reno Summer Concert Series, an all-volunteer operation which has existed since 1968. In the mid-1990s, the schedule went from mid-June, around the time schools in the area went on summer break,
to August, around the time college kids went back to school and high schoolers took their final family vacations of the summer. Shows, which featured almost exclusively smaller, local bands, took place Monday and Thursday evenings from 7:15 p.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Organized by an activist Jesuit priest named George Dennis, the initial shows, as a 2011 piece in the Washington City Paper noted, were intended as a “balm for a riot-scarred city.” After a 1970s filled with acid rock and blues, the Fort Reno series in the 1980s and 1990s became a stronghold for D.C. punk acts such as Soulside, Embrace, and indie rock bands such as Tsunami and Unrest.

On this night, of the four men getting ready to play—Dischord Records cofounder and former Minor Threat frontman Ian MacKaye on guitar and vocals, singer/guitarist Guy Picciotto and drummer Brendan Canty (both late of the brilliant and influential mid-1980s band Rites of Spring, among others), and bassist Joe Lally—neither Lally nor Picciotto had played the stage with previous bands.


And so the tribe gathered. The crowd might have been a bit larger than the 1991 Ft. Reno gig. After all, the perennially touring outfit had missed the concert series the year before, what with being on a 54-dates-in-eight-weeks European tour in summer 1992. Just two days earlier, on August 7, Fugazi played perhaps the largest show they would ever perform, a free gig at the Sylvan Theater on the grounds of the Washington Monument in front of about
5,000 to celebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the March on Washington.

And, perhaps most significantly, about one month earlier, at the end of June, Fugazi released its third full-length album, *In on the Kill Taker*.


It was the first such Fugazi record to chart, as clear a sign as any that American independent rock music, the “little club” to which Kurt Cobain might very well have been referring in “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” was becoming very visible indeed. This was the context in which Fugazi took the stage that evening.

“We’re Fugazi from Washington, D.C., which is right here,” MacKaye says.

He’s wearing greenish-grey knee-length cutoffs and a sweatshirt, sleeves pushed up, black sneakers. “Aging skater” is pretty standard on-stage get-up for him as is this introduction to the band, often with a “good evening, ladies and gentlemen” tacked to the beginning.

“Wooo0000,” goes the crowd, Canty hits a few drums here and there, the crowd pushes forward a bit, including the two skinhead-looking fellows at the ice cream truck.

MacKaye talks about Ft. Reno a bit, concluding his comments with “Have a nice time. . . . And tell all the fellas in the front who might get into some crazy violent thing—don’t, OK? Alright? . . .
“This is not Lollapalooza.”

Nobody knows what they are going to play; the band might not completely know. The order of Fugazi live set was always improvised, the band moving from one song into another as the spirit dictates.

Tonight, a shaky, feedback-ovation from the guitars, then a bass riff from Lally. It’s a complicated thing, about fifteen or so notes—propulsive and anchoring, the song’s central riff. The guitars feeding back and beeping at each other as Canty’s drums skitter to life and chords crash together and the crowd starts to move, even though they don’t know this song.

It’s a song that will come to be called “By You”; like many a Fugazi song, it’s still in its instrumental infancy. Songs that would become shout-along classics such as “And the Same,” “Lockdown,” and “Great Cop” all did time as instrumental workouts before Ian or Guy, or eventually Joe attached lyrics.

Even in this early iteration, “By You” was a stunner, imposing and anthemic and more complex than much of what the band had written during its first few years. The song ends and something the crowd knows well starts, a tune called “Long Division,” a tune from the band’s 1991 album Steady Diet of Nothing. It’s a melancholy, lower-key song with interlocking bass and guitar bits that suggest regret and loss.

“I’m not your villain/not your adversary/I’m not your reason to crack and divide,” MacKaye sings. Like many Fugazi songs, the lyrics address issues that could be vast or personal. He could be talking about boomers versus Gen X, a topic du jour in 1993. He could be talking about the punk scene and his role in it. He could be talking about a
personal relationship. Everything means something, but not everything means a lot.

“Long Division” crashes into “Runaway Return,” its frequent partner in live settings. Slashing riffs switch on and off as Picciotto sings about a young person who has abandoned his middle-class values, home for a visit: “Welcome home son/ Guess what we were doing while you were gone?/ Cocktail party’s in gear and we were so glad that you’re here/ Why don’t you sit down?”

“Runaway” is hardly at hardcore tempo but it’s 1993 and *Nevermind* is almost two years into being everywhere. Grunge shit is all over MTV and, to paraphrase the Dead Milkmen, they’ll slam to anything. Clearly, something has gone on within Ian’s eyeline in the front that requires the show to stop.

“Hey, don’t fucking kick people and don’t punch people,” he says. “I’m talking to you right there, all right? I’m talking to you and you. You want to do that fucking shit, get the fuck up on the football field, all right? [cheers] I’m talking to you. Yeah, I’m talking to you, yeah. That’s right. It sucks to have to tell people to behave themselves but there are other people here too, all right? So try to be a little more kind.”

Then deep in the background you can hear Picciotto say, “. . . bald guys?”

“Yeah,” MacKaye says.

Then, Picciotto jumps in with perhaps the greatest act of crowdwork in the band’s history. It is worth reproducing in full:

“You know, I saw you two guys earlier at the Good Humor truck and you were eating your ice cream like little boys,
and I thought: ‘Those guys aren’t so tough; they’re eating ice cream. What a bunch of swell guys!’ I saw you eating ice cream, pal. Oh don’t you deny it, you were eating an ice cream cone. You were eating an ice cream cone. Oh, you’re bad now, but you were eating an ice cream cone, and I saw you. That’s the shit you can’t hide, you know? You got your fucking shit but you eat ice cream. Everybody knows it, the whole fucking place knows it. Ice cream-eating motherfucker; that’s what you are.”

Ahem.

Almost overnight—even in this era where the internet was little more than chatroom and email lists and the occasional Mosaic browser—this rant became the stuff of punk legend.

And for good reason: Picciotto’s rant, delivered off the top of his dome, is hysterically funny.

And nobody, most of all not the new fans in the crowd that Fugazi was gaining by the album-sale, thought Fugazi was funny.

Dedicated to policing violence in the crowds without (and this cannot be emphasized enough) the use of outside security or bouncers, MacKaye, and the band in general, had gained an ill-deserved reputation as a humorless scolds. This was not the case.

The show continued, the weather stayed gorgeous. Eight of the twelve songs on Kill Taker were busted out and, perhaps for the first time, sung along to.

But it’s in these opening moments that lies the essential paradox of Fugazi in general and perhaps where they were specifically in the summer of 1993, the summer of Kill Taker.
Which is to say, every single chapter of this book could be titled “Perceptions about Fugazi are often misperceptions.” That is their lot. That is their story.

Known first as a brilliant live rock band, with *Kill Taker*, for the first time, Fugazi sounded as furious on wax as they did on stage.

Known for lyrics that many assumed contained political profundities and solemnly confronted issues all the time, *Kill Taker* featured songs about messy personal relationships and filmmakers or fictional government programs or virtually nothing at all.

Other rockers certainly understood them. Indeed, Fugazi had the respect of their peers in mainstream alt-rock and in the underground in a way that few could match. As journalist Eric Brace noted in an August 1, 1993, *Washington Post* story on the band, Fugazi were the act the new rock royalty wanted to be seen standing next to. The following, too, is worth quoting at length:

“Nirvana’s Kurt Cobain and Hole’s Courtney Love, rock’s couple of the moment (wanted) to talk to their pals in the band (after a Seattle show).”

“Two nights later, in Olympia, R.E.M.’s Michael Stipe, another old friend of the band’s, pays a surprise visit, interrupting a film project in Los Angeles to, as he puts it, ‘charge my batteries.’”

Here is my favorite line from the piece: “During Pearl Jam’s U.S. tour, its lead singer, Eddie Vedder, takes a driving tour of D.C. Not that impressed with the usual sights, he has one wish: ‘Show me where Guy and Ian live.’”
INTRODUCTION

Show me where Guy and Ian live. As if just seeing it, something transcendent might rub off, the way it does at their shows.

* * *

It’s hard to find a true start to the story of In on the Kill Taker—to talk about the record is to talk about the band to that point in time, and yet also all the times before.

Fugazi never sat down to write songs for a new album, or jammed in the studio for weeks or months, hoping inspiration would strike while an engineer and producer were on the clock. Instead, “the primary function of Fugazi was to practice at least three days a week for five hours at a time, sometimes five days a week, and then we would tour,” Canty once said in an interview.¹

Records weren’t exactly an afterthought but they weren’t fussed over either. As various members of the band said over and over, so often that it’s hard to pinpoint who said it first; the albums are the menu, the show is the meal.

Kill Taker’s explosive, anthemic album opener “Facet Squared,” for instance, existed as an instrumental as early as August 1991. They were playing the near-ballad “Last Chance for a Slow Dance” even earlier, before the previous album Steady Diet of Nothing was even out. But the roots of Kill Taker as an album could be said to begin with the band’s

¹http://oneweekoneband.tumblr.com/post/11690077029/brendan-canty-interview
disappointment in the bone-dry sound of their self-produced second full-length album, *Steady Diet of Nothing*.

“It was like we were walking on eggshells, trying not to offend each other,” MacKaye told Jeff Perlah in a 2002 interview with *Guitar World*. “No one would say, ‘Turn your guitar down,’ or, ‘Turn the drums down.’ So we ended up getting a democratic mix, and a lot of times democratic mixes equal bad mixes.” So in the fall of 1992 the band headed into the studio to record their third album with Steve Albini, the brilliant engineer and punk veteran of such game-changing ’80s independent rock bands as Big Black and Rapeman.

Albini had become known for his commitment to making a band in a studio sound like a band in a club, replicating the sound of the band as closely as possible; all the while consistently delivering one of the best drum sounds since Led Zeppelin’s “When the Levee Breaks.”

This should have been an underground rock high water mark: the most powerful live band in American rock recorded by the producer best equipped to capture it. This was Jay-Z and Doctor Dre. This was Miles Davis and Rudy Van Gelder.

Except to the surprise of absolutely everyone involved, the sessions were a bomb.

As MacKaye said in a 1999 online chat: “It was one of the best recording experiences we ever had, but resulted in something that was utterly unreleasable.”

---

2http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/style/talk/nightwatch/brace990820.htm
“We spent, like, a week hanging out, playing dice, eating homemade pasta, and recording,” Picciotto said in a 2010 interview. “When we got home, we realized that as enjoyable as the session had been, we sort of fucked up on our end of things. Some of the songs hadn’t had time to get fully baked, and a lot of the singing was not up to snuff.”

In 1999, I asked a friend who worked at Dischord about them. He gave me a funny look and shook his head: “Dude, you really don’t want to hear them, they’re really, really not all that great.”

What are you, nuts? Of course I want to hear them.

He gave me a sad smile, “Dude, you don’t.”

Ultimately, as must happen with everything in our age, the sessions eventually made their way onto various file sharing services. Years later I finally heard them. He was completely correct. The playing is lugubrious in spots, the vocals are off, the songs, even if they were finished, simply don’t sound there yet.

Which is to say the story of In on the Kill Taker, one of the decade’s most confrontational, confident-sounding rock albums, is a story of false starts.

It’s the story of a moment in American rock music when a band as critical to the underground as any of their peers—as important as Sonic Youth or Nirvana or Helmet—sees those bands turn their back on bolstering an independent music-business economy. A moment when those bands head off to labels with stockholders who demand dividends and Fugazi says, “That’s not us.”

It’s a moment when Kill Taker, the first album to truly capture this epic live band’s onstage energy, ships 175,000
copies in the first week of release—a figure that, in 2016, would easily make them a number one band.

It’s a moment when, in September of 1993, after a two-night stand at the Roseland Ballroom, playing in front of about 7,000 screaming, dancing, devout fans, Atlantic Records president Ahmet Ertegun could offer their own record label as a subsidiary of Atlantic.

Except Fugazi already had their own label, and not even the guy who signed Led Zeppelin had anything Fugazi wanted. Nobody did.
Beautiful, funny people. Generous to and respectful of the people they work with. Inspirational in a lot of ways. Maybe the best band.
—Steve Albini on Fugazi, from the Electrical Audio message board, 2011

In the summer of 1986, former Minor Threat frontman, record label co-owner, and punk visionary Ian MacKaye, having turned 24 in April, was between bands.

Minor Threat, the seminal hardcore punk act that Ian fronted, had been gone for three years. Dischord Records, the label he and Threat drummer Jeff Nelson had founded in 1980, was thriving, faithfully documenting aspects of the punk scene in Washington, D.C., along with bits of Maryland and Virginia, but no further.

It’s been said before, but it bears repeating—Dischord is, above all, a folk label, one that documents the native sounds of a Certain Group of People at a Certain Place and Time.

Since Threat formed in 1980, band after band—some powerful, many boring, by-the-numbers hardcore—has aped
Threat’s shirtless look, furious, breakneck sound, and politics of booze-and-drugs avoidance. Hardcore scenes around the globe ended up calling this worldview “straight edge,” after the title of Minor Threat song, and it is entirely possible that MacKaye will be asked about it for the rest of his natural life.

But MacKaye had moved on, musically. A lot of people had in Dischord’s tiny scene. Sickened (or at least annoyed) by the increasing violence at hardcore shows, first-wave Dischord bands fell apart, flip-flopped members like baseball trades, and formed bands that, to put it crudely, took things down a notch, trading hardcore’s thrash for a more melodic mid-tempo speed.

The game-changer for many was the brilliant Rites of Spring. Made up of hardcore kids who had been in the scene since the jump, Rites contained Guy Picciotto on guitar and vocals; Picciotto’s best friend and long-time musical collaborator, drummer Brendan Canty; guitarist Eddie Janney and future indie rock hired-gun (see also Royal Trux, Silver Jews) Mike Fellows on bass. All four gents had been participants in the D.C. punk scene from the 80/81 start—Canty, Fellows, and Picciotto had recently done time in the chaotic and undocumented hardcore act Insurrection, while Janney in played in The Faith, an often-stunning hardcore band fronted by Ian MacKaye’s younger brother, Alec.

Rites of Spring was a seismic event in D.C. punk—the band lasted from 1984 to very early 1986, played about fourteen shows and played exactly one out of town gig. (August 3, 1985, in Detroit, Mich. with Sonic Youth and Laughing Hyenas—that is quite a bill.)
Guy Picciotto: “Our demo is all this tape collage, and all this backward shit and overdubbing on top of guitars and all this shit. And then we made the record and then it became a live record.”

Like Husker Du’s howling pop, like the Replacements’ sleeve-heart, six-pack goof-rock, like Big Black’s relentless wall of articulated noise, like the Butthole Surfers’ chaotic, LSD roar, like Dinosaur, Jr.’s over-amped Neil Youngisms, Rites of Spring and its songs of hyper, melodramatic flail anchored by Fellows’ melodic bass riffs, Picciotto’s and Janney’s fist-pumping riffs and Picciotto’s shriek, is a brilliant musical answer to the question “Where do you go after hardcore? How do you repurpose that energy and passion into something less slam-dance speedy and more emotionally expansive?” Few albums before or since have better summed up what it’s like being a nineteen-year-old (probably white) dude in love with punk rock and maybe also reading Blake and Rilke and Emerson for the first time and feeling things very intensely indeed, possibly while wearing a scarf, standing under a tree losing its leaves.

Then again, they weren’t above a bit of goofing off.

Guy Picciotto: “When we went into the studio to make the Rites album, we would do things that were really perverse. Turned off all the lights, and ran a strobe light, and then Eddie was like, ‘I’m just going to use two distortion boxes at the same time,’ even though he had never done it before.”

MacKaye’s jaw was dropped by Rites just like everyone else’s; the band inspired him to join three members of the stunning hardcore band The Faith to form Embrace, where
MacKaye was essentially replacing his younger brother Alec as frontman—the high-octane riffs in the Faith’s later work fed directly into both Rites and Embrace. This was music designed so that anyone who was only into hardcore for nothing but the loud-fast-rules stuff and running into each other at high speed was going to be bored stupid.

Along with bands such as Gray Matter, Lunchmeat, Mission: Impossible, and Dag Nasty (the latter formed by Minor Threat bassist/guitarist Brian Baker), Embrace and Rites of Spring fashioned themselves part of “Revolution Summer,” a sort of vague ideological catch-all for these outfits that sought to bring a new energy to a scene that had nearly imploded as hardcore began to attract more meatheads.

In retrospect, the idea of “Revolution Summer” seems like a hefty dose of self-mythologizing from a scene that didn’t seem to shy away from it. But at the time, these folks were all in their early 20s at most and God knows that is the time lots of folks do that sort of thing.

That said, this new wave of bands didn’t last long either, and by the spring of 1986, several of these acts had called it a day. Embrace, for example, managed “nine shows in as many months,” as D.C. activist Mark Andersen put it in “Dance of Days,” his history of the D.C. Dischord scene from 1975 to 1995.

Yet while the bands from this era might not have lasted long, they added crucial pieces to the D.C. puzzle. Take Tomas Squip, the enigmatic frontman for Beefeater, an act which mixed slapped funk bass with Christian/Buddhist vibes, punk guitar, and Squip’s weird, trembling voice.
And then there was Dag Nasty, who’s bucked the Revolution Summer trend by (a) staying together for six years, (b) touring a whole lot.

In sum, the scene was starting to become less musically insular. (Though it is important to remember that from January 1979, around the time the first wave of Dischord affiliated hardcore bands started to spring 1986 is about seven years at most.)

The ties between the young musicians went beyond seeing each other at shows and parties. Future Fugazi members MacKaye, Picciotto, and Canty, all knew each other from working at Yesterday and Today, the legendary Rockville, MD record store whose owner, Skip Groff, had been a part of MacKaye’s life since the Minor Threat days. (“Skip, we love you.”)

**Ian MacKaye:** “Minor Threat broke up in 1983, and then I think at the very end of that year I was telling Skip, ‘I’m fucking bummed. I don’t know what the fuck I’m going to do with myself.’ And he’s like, ‘You’ve done more in your life than I’ve done and you’re still 21 or something. Why don’t you come work up here?’ So I started working for him and I’ve got to admit, it was great working there.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “The record store was like a college that we all went to. One whole side that’s just 7 inches and one whole side that’s all 12-inch vinyl. Everyone who works there is like a super-genius about music. You’ve got Skip, who was a DJ, and you can’t stump him and Ted, who had his experience. For me, that was the biggest education I had outside of actually trying to be in a band, was just going to work there and listening to all these records.”
Joe Lally: “(MacKaye, Picciotto and Canty) were hearing everything. Skip was bringing stuff over from England early on that you just didn’t necessarily know about. (Not working at the store), I missed a lot of music those guys heard, but that’s why I knew they were great to play with, because they knew all this shit.”

Another Yesterday and Today employee in the mix was Ted Nicely, a vital part of the Fugazi story from 1987 to 1994. The bass player in both the Razz and in Razz’s frontman Tommy Keene’s band as a solo act, Nicely was older than MacKaye, Picciotto, and Canty and had music business experience that the others did not.

Guy Picciotto: “Ted was the one person I knew personally who had actually gone through this major-label situation. And so in a way, it was kind of a vicarious interest to me to hear somebody who was actually doing this thing that seemed completely like something that would never happen to us, and that we didn’t have any interest in. He’d been in the Razz, who were a fucking great local D.C. band, and they had done presentations for major labels that did sign them. And he’d been through all these things that were part of the real music industry. So it was of total interest to hear his stories, and also a real object lesson in how fucked up it was. So it was really amazing to have somebody who had gone through this thing that you actually knew and were able to — not that it was something we ever considered, but it kind of was like, ‘Well, fuck, I guess we’re doing the right thing,’ you know?”
At the time the time MacKaye lived with Tomas Squip of Beefeater at Dischord House, the group house in Arlington, Virginia, out of which MacKaye and Nelson ran Dischord. As Andersen notes in “Dance of Days,” Squip encouraged MacKaye to look beyond the drugs and booze to a more holistic worldview, making explicit links between, say, vegetarianism or veganism, punk, and other forms of progressive activism.

While many in the D.C. adored Beefeater, the often-brilliant, always-caustic, hip priests at Forced Exposure declared them a winner of “Worst Dischord Band” in their “Worst of 85” poll. But more importantly to our story, in their orbit was a roadie and ex-metalhead named Joe Lally, whose tastes, before the punk bolt of lightning hit him at a Dead Kennedys show a few years earlier, ran more toward such bands as Maryland metal act the Obsessed than to hardcore.

By 1986, Rites was done and Picciotto and Canty (and Rites guitarist Eddie Janney on bass) were in One Last Wish, a much less hooky version of the same sonic and emotional territory Rites mined. They didn’t last out the year and their recordings went unreleased (save for one song) until 1999.

MacKaye and his Dischord co-owner Jeff Nelson recorded a few songs as a duo, called the project Egg Hunt and released an excellent two-song single, wherein you can hear the start of Fugazi’s riff-logic. At this point, MacKaye says he was already thinking about how he wanted to organize his next outfit and tried to put together a full band version of Egg Hunt with a core of MacKaye, Nelson, and two former Gray Matters members: guitarist Geoff Turner and bassist Steve Niles. They started rehearsing, made a few rehearsal tapes, but it was not to be.
Ian MacKaye: “I wanted to tour constantly and I wanted a five-dollar door. Jeff (Nelson) said ‘That’s great for a first tour and then we can charge whatever the market will bear.’ That is when I realized that Jeff and I probably shouldn’t be in a band together”

MacKaye also realized he had been approaching this all wrong. “What I should have been thinking about was wanting to play music (rather than wanting to be in a band),” he said in 2011. “There’s a distinction there. So I decided I just wanted to play music and started looking for people to play music with, and we wouldn’t be immediately focusing on being a band.”

So MacKaye started doing just that, hooking up with Joe Lally and simply playing music, pulling in bits of dub reggae, Stooges riffs, and chunky, stop-start rhythms.

In September 1986, they were joined by Dag Nasty drummer Colin Sears, who played for a while before rejoining Dag Nasty. MacKaye and Lally auditioned more drummers and Canty eventually started to sit in in February 1987, MacKaye’s flickering guitar hanging out with Lally, deep in the groove.

But the band still hadn’t had the stage. Indeed, “Waiting Room,” perhaps the closest thing Fugazi even had to a hit single, is about MacKaye’s growing impatience with being on the sidelines as D.C. punk started another growth spurt.
Meanwhile, in early 1987, Picciotto and Canty had rejoined Rites of Spring bandmates Eddie Janney and Mike Fellows in the brilliant Happy Go Licky. The lineup was the same as Rites of Spring, but they scrapped the emo clichés they accidentally invented in favor of hip-hop-informed tape collages, dance rhythms, and a random weirdness that made for a WTF vibe these guys never quite topped.

If Happy Go Licky had made a studio album during their meteoric run, it might have stood with Sonic Youth’s *Sister*, Big Black’s *Songs About Fucking* and Dinosaur, Jr.’s *You’re Living All Over Me* as a defining 1987 post-punk joint. Instead, they played a handful of shows in D.C. and disbanded in December 31, 1987, leaving an enigmatic live 12-inch that eventually tripled in size for a 1997 reissue called “Will Play.”

Unlike Rites, Licky wasn’t a song band, it was groove band. Riffs rose and fell, lyrics were mostly fragments (“Get the dog/Definitely,” “She’s my man now”). But therein lay the seeds of music others would explore further. Grandmaster Flash’s “White Lines” gets a loopy, messy cover. The anthemic “Torso Butter” even contains one of punk’s most concise manifestoes: “Nothing gets clean/‘Til it’s called into question.”

The overlap between Fugazi and Licky was brief, but significant—to listen to “Will Play” is to notice that Fugazi was in the men before the men were in Fugazi.

**Guy Picciotto:** “A lot of the lyrical randomness in Licky was born out of the way we were writing and playing with each other. The band was more being spontaneous, just writing shit and getting more broken up and lazy and more loose and having catchphrases and stuff. Having been in bands
like Rites of Spring and One Last Wish where stuff felt like it was getting really microscoped . . . it felt really good to have something be less trackable and more fun.”

Here is where it gets a bit tricky: for a few months, Canty was in both Fugazi and Happy Go Licky. Picciotto, though good friends with the trio of Canty, MacKaye, and Lally, was only in Happy Go Licky, though he longed to join this new outfit.

In his book *Our Band Could Be Your Life*, Michael Azerrad describes Picciotto (all of twenty-one at the time and on the downslope of Licky) as “despondent” when he saw the trio at work in the Dischord practice space. “It seemed really completed already. . . . It just seemed solid and done.” MacKaye found what became in the band’s name in 1987, in journalist Mark Baker’s fascinating 1981 book *Nam: The Vietnam War in the Words of the Men and Women Who Fought There*. Fugazi: a slang term for “fucked up.” It is not to be confused with the Italian term “fugazy,” (pronounced with a long “a”) meaning false or fake.

In the Fugazi documentary *Instrument*, by longtime band friend and filmmaker Jem Cohen, a title card reads, “Fucked Up Got Ambushed Zipped In” as in zipped into a bodybag.

**Ian MacKaye:** “Mark Baker’s book defined ‘fugazi’ as a fucked-up situation. It wasn’t until 1996, in a conversation after a show in Singapore that I heard the acronym. I was talking with a brother and sister, teenagers, when the brother asked me about the definition of ‘fugazi,’ before I could answer the sister said, ‘fucked up, got ambushed, zipped in.’ I was stunned, having never heard that before. I must have
asked her where she discovered that, but I’m afraid that detail is lost to the sands of time.”

It is, in retrospect, one of the all-time great band names. “Fugazi” meant nothing to most, a nonsense word. But it meant something specific, even overtly political, to some (such as MacKaye, who was and is a self-taught student of 1960s history and radicalism). Perceptions and misperceptions.

Fugazi played its first show September 3, 1987, as a trio of MacKaye, Lally, and Canty, more than a year after MacKaye and Lally started jamming. But Canty and Picciotto had been making music together since they were teenagers, and by the second show, Picciotto was on stage as sort of backing vocalist/hype man, part Flavor Flav-style foil, part backup dancer, the music made flesh. His first solo vocal was the hardcore-tempoed “Break-In,” first performed in October 1987.

After Licky dissolved, Picciotto became a full-time band member and the band hit the road in January 1988.

* * *

From those first public performances to the start of their indefinite hiatus in 2003, Fugazi kept every promise they ever made. As much as any band of their era, Fugazi embodied cartoonist/activist Seth Tobocman’s critical dictum for living with yourself in a world where relentless capitalism was the only real state-sponsored faith: “You don’t have to fuck people over to survive.”

Fugazi emphasized accessibility: Fugazi shows were famously $5 a ticket and they never played venues that weren’t
all ages, performing in/ played in non-bars (art galleries, DIY performance spaces) whenever possible. They didn’t bother with T-shirts and played countless benefit gigs.

The band recorded a demo in January 1988 at engineer Don Ziantara’s Inner Ear studio in Arlington, Virginia, a small place a suburban neighborhood where dozens of Dischord records had been recorded. Featuring the earliest recorded versions of their earliest material, the demo was circulated on cassette for years, eventually being reissued as “First Demo” in 2014. While it is revelatory for the band’s most serious fans, virtually all of the songs (with the exception of two songs, “The Word,” which never made it onto an album, and “In Defense of Humans,” which appeared on “State of the Union,” a benefit compilation for the D.C. activist group Positive Force) have been recorded in better and tighter elsewhere.

In June 1988, Fugazi headed into to make what became their first EP. MacKaye had decided that Niceley, his pal from Yesterday and Today, with his dark outlook, odd sense of humor and work with Tommy Keene, whom they all admired, would work well as producer.

**Ian MacKaye:** “I remember Ted loved that Big Black record with the black box transcripts on the cover (the semi-authorized Big Black live album *Sound of Impact*). I remember that he just was obsessed with it, and I was like, ‘Well, he might be a good producer.’”

**Joe Lally:** “I trusted their decision to bring him in, but I was kind of like, ‘They keep telling me stories about him being such a hothead at work,’ and he’s in the studio and they’re
putting ‘kick me’ signs on each other. He had this long black trench coat and they put a sign on his back that said, ‘I’m Terminator Ted; fuck you’ with umlauts over the U.”

**Ted Nicely:** “They knew what they were doing as a band. Those guys could play. I think they were interested in me helping them making sure the vocals were really good. I loved them and I wanted them to be great.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “That’s the thing a producer does. The idea is to instill confidence. A lot of people are just like, ‘Bang, go do your work,’ but the idea that somebody would just give you that positive perspective and be genuine, sincere—then you’re like, ‘Oh, man. Maybe this isn’t shit.’”

Nicely also forced the band to take themselves and the recording process a little more seriously. Canty recalls that, while cutting what became the master take of “Waiting Room,” MacKaye screwed up very slightly on the song’s extremely pregnant pause and mumbled “Fuck” very softly to himself, but loud enough to be picked up by the mics.

**Brendan Canty:** “We thought it was hilarious. And we were going to leave it in the version. And (Nicely) was like, ‘Don’t be fuckin’ assholes, you guys. If you guys have any hope for airplay . . . ’ We’re like, ‘Airplay? Fuck you.’ He’s like, ‘Any hope for airplay, you’re going to take that shit out.’”

**Guy Picciotto:** “Thank God we listened to him. That drop is actually significant to the song, and instead of just turning it into a joke it actually has a musical meaning.”
Brendan Canty: “Exactly, and I think about it.”

Joe Lally: “It is the only song that’s played on FM radio.”

Brendan Canty: “He always had this idea that (the band he was producing) were always going to make hits.”

Ian MacKaye: “Radio was a reality for him. For us it was not a reality. He really believed in radio.”

Indeed, by the end of the sessions, Fugazi EP (or “Seven Songs,” as it is now called over at Dischord.com) suggested a band fully formed, much more so than they perhaps felt. The pieces are all there: impressionist lyrical topicality signaling a new punk politics, a way with mutant reggae vibes, and a whole lot of the Stooges’ world-historical proto-punk vortex “Funhouse.”

“Waiting Room” was the smash “hit” that set the tone for their early work: an indelible bass line, rhythmic chug, MacKaye’s bellow, and Picciotto’s otherworldly, almost androgynous moan. “Bulldog Front” and “Bad Mouth” seem to address traditionalist punk scenesters; “Give Me the Cure” raged at AIDS; “Suggestion” showed shifting perspectives on a rape; and the astounding “Glue Man”—which unspooled into a frenzied, improvised catharsis on stage, a piece of near-abstract art that became a go-to set-closer usually saved for a special occasion, a particularly good show or the end of a tour—meditated on addiction. It remains a dazzling debut. When the EP appeared, Fugazi was touring Europe, doing thirty-nine shows in sixty days, heading out on a long jaunt with newer songs and the idea that the tour would make them a skin-tight unit by the time they hit Southern Studios to cut what they intended to be their first album with producer John Loder.
Whoops.

“It ended up being a misstep, because we were completely fucking exhausted, sick, and burnt out by the time that tour was done,” Picciotto said in a 2014 Washington City Paper interview celebrating the twenty-fifth anniversary of “Margin Walker,” which was released June of 1989.

By the time Fugazi were back from Europe at the end of 1988, Picciotto had joined them on guitar, his trebly Rickenbacker covering the high ground while MacKaye’s thick-toned Gibson SG hung out with Lally in the low end.

And so they recorded at Southern Studios as a four-piece: two guitars, bass, drums. (This would be the band’s final form until roadie Jerry Busher began joining them on second drums in the late 1990s.) Yet, everyone brought guitar and bass parts to the table, including Canty, who was perhaps the band’s most technically proficient musician on a number of instruments.

While they didn’t get a debut album out of the session with Loder, what they got was a powerful next step.

Loder’s production style—recording everything piece-meal rather than live-with-minimal-overdubs—makes for a much more traditionally rock feel. A handful of songs from this session was released 1989 as the EP Margin Walker where tracks like “And the Same” redefines activism, and environmentalism and the prison-industrial complex are screamed at elsewhere.

“We speak the way we breathe,” MacKaye intones in “Promises,” even while the music promises truth to power.

Both the Fugazi and Margin Walker EPs were eventually combined into the iconic CD 13 Songs—it’s a testament to the strength of their early material and their sonic identity
as a band that both records work in perfect compliment to each other. Every tune is still a revolution of the mind and 13 Songs remains an essential late ’80s punk document.

More practicing, songwriting, and touring followed. Fugazi was rapidly building a reputation as a fearsome live act, a reputation they would keep their entire career.

As MacKaye says in the documentary Instrument, “When we play, the challenge is there: Can we throw down? Can we return the favor? Because so many bands have blown our minds over the years, can we return that favor to people out there?” To be in the room with them firing on all cylinders was to feel like taking on the world was not only possible, but a duty one could enthusiastically embrace.

In mid-1989, the band convened at Picciotto’s parents’ home to play their newest material for Niceley.

Ian MacKaye: “[Niceley] brought a pad of paper to make notes on the songs. I was appalled.”

Guy Picciotto: “He was so complimentary listening to the songs. I remember because we (he and the band) were just constantly giving each other shit. But when he gave us props at that practice for the songs, it really meant a lot to me. It was a really heavy thing. Because here’s a guy who saw the Beatles. Here’s a guy who worked with (Beatles engineer) Geoff Emerick.”

Ian MacKaye: “He came in and he sat right in the middle of the room and he was like, ‘I’m going to give you some notes.’ And I was like, ‘What are you talking about?’ I’d never heard of that. I never went to someone’s practice ahead of time
to tell ‘em what to do. And he’s like, ‘I want to make some suggestions.’ And then we did the whole thing, and in the end his pad was blank, and he goes, ‘Fuck, you have perfect songs.’ I was blown away by it.”

In July, the band recorded three songs with Niceley—“Song #1,” “Joe #1,” and “Break-In,” which all dated to their very first shows—and released the session as the 3 Songs EP in 1989 (an EP also released as part of soon-to-be-famous-as-the-home-of-Nirvana Seattle label Sub Pop’s mail-order “singles club” series). “Joe #1” is a ductile instrumental, “Break-In” an older song about assault, but “Song #1” is a post-hardcore manifesto: “Fighting for a haircut?/Then grow your hair/Crying for the music?/I doubt you really care/Looking for an answer?/You can find it anywhere/ It’s nothing.”

* * *

Extremely happy with the result of the 3 Songs EP, the band headed back into Inner Ear with Nicely to start recording their debut album, Repeat. The sessions for Repeat were not exactly at rock-and-roll hours.

Ian MacKaye: “Ted was in pastry school in McLean. So we largely recorded and mixed Repeat between 9 [pm] and 12 in the morning. To me, it was very disjointed way of working.”

Perhaps, but the results were stunning. Hitting the shelves in April 1990 and sporting a title that at once plays on the cycle of life, the Beatles’ Revolver, and the firearms that were turning D.C. into a warzone, Repeat was and is a post-hardcore landmark.
Though not necessarily reflecting the band’s increasing fondness for improvisation, the songs on *Repeater* seemed boil the four-piece down to screeches and thuds, shards of feedback, bass thrum, and tom rolls. Lyrics tended to mix the impressionistic with the strident, guilt with rage.

At one end: “What a difference/a little difference would make” from the impassioned “Blueprint.” At the other: “We are all bigots/so filled with hatred/we release our poisons” from MacKaye’s “Styrofoam.”

The title track bellows at D.C.’s crack crisis; “Merchandise” reminds you of what they don’t sell on tour. “Provisional” from *Margin Walker* gets a two-guitar reboot as “Reprovisional,” revealing a power that was once only implied, the two guitars both doubling the riff and expanding on it. (“Reprovisional” became a locus of live improvisation, the space before the final chorus often expanding and contracting with feedback, improvised lyrics, and loping riffs.)

And finally, the album’s closer, “Shut the Door,” a compassionate, furious look at a heroin overdose, is almost haiku-like in its simplicity and all the more powerful for it.

**Ted Niceley:** “Ian’s vocal for the ‘Shut the Door’ is just extraordinary. So many nuances, it was just one of those moments when I wanted to be like, ‘Excuse me I have to fuckin crawl under the desk.’ That’s how intense it was.”

**Guy Picciotto:** *Repeater*, in my opinion, was the apotheosis of the sound of the original Inner Ear studio at Don [Zientara’s] house, which was very, very small. It is a fuckin’ great-sounding record, and if you see the room it was recorded in, it’s absolutely mind-boggling, a miracle. The drums and
the amps all in the same room, playing at the same time. It’s amazing.”

From sales to critical reception to the sheer number of songs on the thing that became permanent additions to the band’s live set, *Repeater* was an unqualified triumph. The next album, however, released about fifteen months later, would prove much more troublesome.
Interlude
A comment on ritual, or how Fugazi wrote songs

“We would just reach into the bag of fabric and we would take different scraps and start stitching”
—Guy Picciotto

Here is the most important thing to understand when thinking about Fugazi’s songwriting: The vast majority of the band’s songs were not as much written as they were assembled. Lyrics were always written by the fellow that sung ‘em. As for which songs went to which singer, that was just as nebulous as anything else in the process—Picciotto or MacKaye would essentially call dibs and start working out ideas or bring in lyrics from some other piece of music one of them was working on.

Guy Picciotto: It’s like, do we want this one to be, like, barking or whining?

Ian MacKaye: Right, exactly, yeah. [laughter] Do we want the drill sergeant or the mewly mouthed guy?
Save for a handful of songs from the band’s very beginning when they were working over tunes MacKaye had written in the previous few years (or refined in very early rehearsals by MacKaye and Lally, or MacKaye, Lally, and Colin Sears), the music has always been profoundly, even painfully, collaborative.

Obviously, such a methodology isn’t unique to Fugazi; lots of bands work this way. In the liner notes for Big Black’s outstanding live album *Pig Pile*, future Fugazi ally Steve Albini says as much about his own loud outfit: “It was often assumed that Big Black had a dictator (and that he was me), but having actually been in the band, I can assure anyone who gives a shit that this was not the case. We would get together a few times a month and weed-out each other’s ideas until only the good ones were left. Nobody ever said, ‘I’ve written this song fellas, and it goes like this . . .’”

But it seems crucial to note that Fugazi’s musical M.O. was much closer to that of a move-as-a-unit craft of a hard bop jazz or funk outfit. This was especially apparent live, but it also extended to the way the band would put together their songs when nobody was looking.

All four band members come in with demos or riffs and parts were worked and reworked and put into various songs and taken out of others and rehearsed and reworked and rehearsed and reworked again. It is, if anything, a profoundly modular process. Rarely would anyone come in with a stem-to-stern finished song.

**Ian MacKaye:** “If you brought a song in, it was just going to get disassembled. So it became, for me at least, it was like, ‘Don’t bring songs in, just bring parts and then it’s going to
build,’ because if you bring a song in, we’re going to tinker with it.”

All four members agree that if the band had something like an auteur, it was the hive mind that came together during the arrangement process. Nerdier fans can recall perhaps the lions coming together to form Voltron, or the space-hippies of Jack Kirby’s “Forever People” sending themselves to limbo and fusing their powers into the Infinity-Man. The “arrangement brain,” as Guy put it, was the songwriter.

**Guy Picciotto:** “That’s what the band is: ‘Where do the pieces go?’ That is what happens when you have a group where there’s no one person kind of formulating the concept and then sidemen who are just doing the work of delivering the concept. We establish these grooves, and create this rhythmic shape, usually a bass line or a groove between the drums and guitar and from there you start adding all these special effects and moods and breakdowns.”

As a kid, Canty played guitar and piano before he played drums; he started playing drums because his brother advised him that if he played drums, he’d always be in a band and if he was always in a band, he would always have a girlfriend. (Given the ratio of working guitarists and bassists to working drummers, the first part of that equation is pretty solid advice.)

**Brendan Canty:** “I brought in lots of foundational guitar and bass parts. If you don’t contribute stuff you just feel like a supporting cast member and that was not something I wanted to be. I wanted to be an equal partner in the writing.”
Picciotto and Canty, who had been making music together, either with others or just themselves, since they were teenagers, would often hit record on a four track at Pirate House (the D.C. group house in which the two lived) and lay down ideas.

Brendan Canty: “I would make some weird demo at home that would be like four songs all mish-mashed into one and it would end up being the most complicated song ever. We’d, say, toss the first bit, save the second bit for later, make the third bit a break, that sort of thing. And then you have to go through the process of, like, ‘OK, that doesn’t sound good as a bark or that sounds better as a single note,’ so you’re playing the single note.”

Canty also had a more pragmatic reason for making demos on his own.

Brendan Canty: “I could never write in the room during practice because I had drumsticks in my hand. And not all the practices were fruitful or great. So if I didn’t bring something in and other people weren’t feeling inspired, (the drummer) would just sit there for a couple of hours. I wanted to have things in my back pocket just in case.”

The band would jam on individual parts, which would be given titles such as “Chunky bits” or “Link Track 2.” As parts were then welded together into song-shaped hunks of music, perhaps not quite ready for lyrics but ready further refinement, they would be given names from books or movies the band happened to be watching, such as “Runaway Train”
or “Link Wray.” The song “Epic Problem,” which eventually appeared on the band’s final album *The Argument*, even kept its working title.

**Brendan Canty:** “You know how there’s that restaurant in your neighborhood that would always open and close, open and close, never stay open for very long? We had song parts that were like that, total song killers. Once we put them in, that song was utterly doomed. The riff for ‘Epic Problem’ was like that. It was around for YEARS. Record after record, we could never make it work. Finally, we figured it out and figured it should keep the title.”

Picciotto would often record by himself at Pirate House as well, either on acoustic guitar or with a keyboard/drum machine onto a four track. The quiet, acoustic demo for “Rend It” (which will later be discussed in detail) eventually made it onto the soundtrack for Fugazi’s film *Instrument*.

**Guy Picciotto:** “I’d write on acoustic guitar, singing quietly, and it was always a challenge—once the song had gone through the band thing it was getting scaled up, and the volume ramping up and the guitars—to then take this vocal idea and then scream it on top of all this other stuff. It would be a little ditty or something but once those elements get added, it totally reshapes the song and then you have to rebuild the vocal on top of that and rewrite everything.”

**Joe Lally:** “We wrote like we were an instrumental band. We would write a song to death, musically, and any words were just squeezed into the space. That always amazed me, that
we would take a song so far before anyone started putting together lyrics. I was like, ‘Where is the space?’”

Guy Picciotto: “I don’t play guitar even remotely close to the way Ian plays guitar. And the way Joe plays bass, even if somebody is teaching him a bass line, the way Joe plays the bass is just a Joe-swing and a Joe-touch, a lightness and a melody to the way he plays is just, like, really him. And Brendan plays drums like it’s a piano, you know, in a very additive way. So there’s just all these different elements in it and each player putting their stamp on whatever parts they’re playing is the signature of the individual within the collective.”
MacKaye is absolutely correct. And yet . . .

Fugazi ended 1990 as one of the most well-regarded rock bands on the planet. They toured constantly, playing everywhere from Wurzburg, Germany, to Lorton Correctional Facility, Washington, D.C.’s prison. In the July 20, 1990, edition of the *Washington City Paper*, longtime D.C. music scribe Mark Jenkins declared it “the year of Fugazi.”

*Repeater* felt like a call to arms and a proof of concept. In many ways, it really was like its quasi-namesake: the Beatles’ *Revolver*—an album that felt like a great leap forward even if it a bit more gradual than it seemed—or the Rolling Stones’ *Aftermath*, the first Stones album that was 100 percent Jagger-Richards joints. On *Repeater*, everyone was contributing ideas, the band was firing on all cylinders creatively, and they were recorded brilliantly. Unlike the first EP, which represented a mess of songs largely written by MacKaye, or the *Margin Walker* EP, the excellent remnants of an album
session that didn’t quite work, Repeater felt like a complete statement of purpose from four fellows all on the same page. What could possibly go wrong?

That winter the band decided to go back into Inner Ear where they had first recorded the Fugazi EP as well as 3 Songs and Repeater, which owner and operator Don Zientara had moved out of his house to a new location in Northern Virginia. The band was ready to track some of the strongest songs of their career.

“KYEO” or “Keep Your Eyes Open,” a general call to well, it’s right there in the title, dated to the band’s earliest gigs. “Reclamation,” which spent very little time as an instrumental before becoming a howling pro-choice anthem, turned into a live staple. “Dear Justice Letter” rails against the Supreme Court’s rightward turn in the wake of liberal icon William Brennan’s resignation from the court. (One must admit it takes a certain kind of balls for a then-24-year-old to berate an 84-year-old man for retiring, but perhaps that is too harsh a reading of the song.)

“Runaway Return,” with its seasick stop-start riff and Picciotto’s faintly exhausted vocals, articulates the inner turmoil of the upper-middle- (or even upper-) class punk. “Long Division,” with its melancholy guitar lines mourns a fractured . . . scene? Relationship? Movement? Something: “We lay in pieces, cracked to survive . . .” Hearing these songs as Nirvana exploded and American independent rock was quickly stripped-mined for the Next Big Thing felt like a counter to, say, hearing Pearl Jam everywhere or Doc Martens showing up at Nordstom. No wonder so many of the songs on Steady Diet became live staples.
The band had contacted Ted Niceley to oversee the sessions, but there was a scheduling conflict, so Fugazi decided to produce themselves. No Ted, no fifth wheel to bounce stuff off of, just the four guys.

Fugazi had a few factors working against them right out of the gate. First, they were going into a new studio for the first time, a more technologically sophisticated space than the original Inner Ear and one that was, in many ways, still being acoustically refined by Zientara.

**Ian MacKaye:** “Also, it’s worth pointing out that it was the new room.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “I think that had a huge amount to do with it.”

**Brendan Canty:** “I remember feeling really unclear as to what things sounded like yet in there”

**Ian MacKaye:** “Don was still figuring out the room.”

**Don Zientara:** “Still am.”

Second, the band was faced with crafting the sequel to not just their first full-length, but the album that had made them underground superstars.

**Ian MacKaye:** “*Repeater* was such a huge record.”

**Brendan Canty:** “I remember feeling kind of like, ‘Oh. We’d better make a good record.’ I felt a lot of pressure to try to produce it, and not feeling up to the task, basically.”

**Don Zientara:** “It was a very stressful situation for you guys.”
Third, the band was touring constantly, still locked into a write/rehearse/tour/repeat mentality with little time allocated for documentation.

**Joe Lally:** “You made records just in the space that you had. We were so focused on touring, and we’d just go play the songs, and that was the main thing, and the records were almost a pain in the ass. ‘Oh shit, how do we do this?’ or something.”

And fourth, the band was proceeding producerless, which essentially meant four guys in a room who were used to a democratic collaboration process, none of whom wanted to impose their will on the recording.

**Ian MacKaye:** “It’s like, ‘Let’s do a straight read on it and that way we don’t have to get into any conflict, this is safe.’ Because we just didn’t know—nobody really wanted to steer.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “It’s the sound of nobody saying, ‘Here’s what we’re gonna do, and we’re gonna go in this direction.’ It’s the sound of, ‘Let’s get this as clear and clean and unaffected as possible,’ so it’s just what you said—a very straight-ahead recording. And that’s what you have.”

**Brendan Canty:** “And there was nobody doing things like being a vocal coach. That’s such a huge job. That’s a hard job.”

This is not to say there wasn’t intentionality in the recording process, nor that there weren’t stirring elements. Canty’s drums, for example, sounded gorgeous—round and full and present. And the “straight-ahead”-ness of the album was what they wanted; the band wanted to make a record that
was free of sonic tinkering, which pairs nicely with four guys who don’t want to impose their will on anything.

**Guy Picciotto:** “The only thing I remember about that record that we discussed was that we wanted it to be reverb-less and austere. We came into Inner Ear, the new one, without Ted, and the main thing I thought that we had was that ‘we’re gonna make a really severe, dry record,’ and that was what we wanted to do. And that’s what the record is. And we did that. [laughs] And suddenly it’s like ‘Oh shit, we did that.”

**Joe Lally:** “Steady Diet of No Reverb.”

**Ian MacKaye:** “And once we made the record (in January and February), there was no going back, there was no remixing. We had to get to work. We were on the road.”

The band headed out for a three-week East Coast March tour, another six-week tour in May and June that crisscrossed the United States, and a six-week jaunt in August and September that wandered across the United States and Canada.

The latter including a stunning set on August 25, 1991, as part of K Records’ International Pop Underground Convention, at which also played L7, riot grrrl, Patient Zeros, Bikini Kill, Bratmobile and Heavens to Besty, blistering Dischord act the Nation of Ulysses, sludge titans the Melvins, trash-garage geniuses the Mummies, Unwound, and dozens more names that would come to define the years that punk broke.

Until the live CDs and then the live series, the live version of “Reprovisional” on the International Pop Underground
album was the only legally available live Fugazi track and gave anyone who had never seen them a taste of What Level They Were Now At.

Relaxed and among friends, playing in front of an audience that adored them but for whom they obviously wanted to put their very best foot forward, “Reprovisional” rages like boiling blood. Picciotto sounds simultaneously energized and exhausted, while, due perhaps to the insane amount of sweating in the hall, something truly unholy is happening with the amps. Fugazi sound as noisy as Sonic Youth, as heavy as the Melvins, as ductile as the MC5 ripping off James Brown.

And almost none of that is on Steady Diet. It is indeed a flat, bone-dry recording, an on-off binary between open silence and shattering noise. When sounds die on the album, they die completely.

And nothing about the album art lets you know what was going on. Adam Cohen shot an enigmatic cover photo of a person waiting for a subway. Inside, there was a photo of a teepee, and a strong image of empty chairs shot by Canty’s eventual sister-in-law, Lucy Capehart.

A few eagle-eyed fans noticed that even the band wasn’t wild about the album. “DON’T WORRY” the runout said on side one, “THIS IS THE LAST ONE” read side two. “We were so toasted and feeling so fatalistic by the time we finished that album,” Picciotto told journalist Mark Prindle. “It was just like dark humor—‘This piece of shit’s the last one.’”

Steady Diet appeared in stores in the early fall of 1991. With record retailers breaking street dates (the day a record is supposed to go on sale) and Fugazi on the road so much,
nobody in the band or at Dischord is entirely sure what the exact release date was. But it is entirely possible that *Steady Diet of Nothing* was released the same week as—or within a month of—either Nirvana’s “Smells Like Teen Spirit,” released as a single September 10, 1991, or *Nevermind*, released September 24.

Perhaps what happened to the American underground next need not be explored at this time.

**Ian MacKaye:** “We headed to Australia right after *Steady Diet* came out and everyone was talking about Nirvana and we were like, ‘What the fuck?’”

Where *Nevermind* was met with near-universal acclaim, *Steady Diet* was not. Mark Jenkins’s October 13, 1991, *Washington Post* review is worth quoting at length: “Live, Fugazi may well be the best of American rock bands, but the quartet’s recordings have always been problematic. At first that was because it couldn’t achieve a studio sound worthy of its impassioned onstage attack; now it’s more that the band doesn’t seem capable of crafting a full album of material worthy of its taut, jumpy style. Though it’s not a major departure from the band’s previous work, *Steady Diet of Nothing* (Dischord) sounds a little tired.”

**Brendan Canty:** “That was the first time we got any bad reviews, and I was like, ‘Oh, shit.’ I don’t know if I was inherently disappointed with that record, I was just kind of embarrassed that people didn’t like it more. Well, we ended up playing those songs every tour, and it should have been a better record.”
Joe Lally: “The songs were there, and that’s what people responded to in the end.”

Brendan Canty: “Absolutely. But there was that feeling somewhat of a disappointment. We really were like, ‘We really have to work on this next one. We ended up playing those songs every tour and it should have been a better record.’”

Which raised an important question as 1991 went into 1992: What should the next one sound like and who should be in charge?
The Albini demo

It is hard to quantify the excitement in certain, rather noise-oriented circles when news leaked that Fugazi was recording its next album with Steve Albini. In his infamous 1991 essay “Eyewitness Record Reviews,” published in the fanzine *Forced Exposure*, in which Albini “reviewed” records he had engineered, he explained bands he produced paid on a sliding scale: “For example, Slint or Mudhead I would lend money to. The Didjits or Fugazi I would do for free. Shadowy Men on a Shadowy Planet and Jesus Lizard would pay beans.”

The Chicago-based Albini was, by 1992, a well-known quantity in American independent rock. A brilliant prose writer in his own right (check out his essays for *Forced Exposure* and elsewhere for the full story), the wiry, bespectacled Montana native exploded into the underground rock consciousness with his scabrous trio-plus-drum-machine Big Black, which embodied a certain kind of hellaciously noisy (but often oddly catchy) rock that was occasionally tagged with such unfortunate labels as “pigfuck,” “skronk,” or noise rock.

First in a series of increasingly excellent EPs, then in two landmark albums *Atomizer* (1985) and the posthumous
Songs About Fucking, Big Black’s blast-furnace sound was life changing for all sorts of like-minded reprobates.

Many bands of a roughly similar sonic ilk—Big Black, Austin’s post-Birthday Party chaos-worshippers Scratch Acid, a pre-major label Butthole Surfers, the almost-bluesy Laughing Hyenas—were on the Touch and Go Records label, an outfit known for its ethical royalty rates, its excellent taste, and an incredibly ugly fight with the Butthole Surfers over the latter’s back catalog in 1999.

Much like Dischord, Touch and Go was a role model for all sorts of independent labels; indeed, the Louisville label Temporary Residence, best known for spacey, spidery guitar acts such as Explosions in the Sky and Mono, once released a T-shirt with their label name printed in a tribute to the Dischord and Touch and Go logos.

And if there was one musician associated with Touch and Go, it was Albini. The final Big Black record was on Touch and Go, as were virtually all subsequent releases by bands Albini was in.

“(Big Black) confronted the (rock) form in a way that was almost upsetting,” MacKaye said in a brilliant 2016 co-interview with Albini on the Canadian radio program Kreative Kontrol. “They were ruthless in their presentation. I like the heartbeat so I like things to slide around in terms of rhythms but the Big Black thing (with its relentless drum machine) was almost vertical. It came cutting right at you.”

After Big Black’s demise, Albini did time in the short-lived and unfortunately named Rapeman, a trio which included the former Scratch Acid rhythm section of drummer Rey Washam and bassist David Sims. Rapeman
cranked out a decent EP (*Budd*) and an even better album (*Two Nuns and a Pack Mule*) before it disintegrated, having accomplished a mere fraction of what a band of that talent should have done.

Washam played with various outfits, including Chrome guitarist Helios Creed’s band and industrial dance icons Ministry. Sims reunited with Scratch Acid singer David Yow in the Jesus Lizard, the only outfit in North America, and possibly the world, that could compete with Fugazi as a live rock band in the 1990s—and it wasn’t even close.

In the years following Rapeman’s end, Albini, who had long recorded his friends in studios or at his house in Evanston, Ill., fast gained a reputation as a brilliant engineer able to capture a band’s live power. Records Albini engineered were known for their giant drum sound, perhaps the closest anyone had gotten to John Bonham’s cavernous whomp since, well, the stuff on *Coda*.

Albini’s you-are-there engineering made the songs on the Pixies *Surfer Rosa* and Poster Children’s *Flower Power* sound more interesting than they actually were, was appropriately gnarly for Boss Hog’s *Drinkin’ Letchin’ & Lyin*, (an outfit featuring lead vocals by former Rites of Spring roadie and former Pussy Galore guitarist Christina Martinez), and was absolutely note perfect for the Jesus Lizard, whose *Head* EP and *Liar* and *Goat* albums Albini midwifed into ’90s punk classics.

Albini, who had little use for hardcore but acknowledged Minor Threat as one of “the very small number of (them) that I could stomach” (and who couldn’t stand Rites of Spring), first saw Fugazi at a 1990 show in London at the Kilburn National theater. Silverfish and the Didjits were opening, and
Albini was doing live sound for the latter, a raucous outfit from Mattoon, Ill. also on Touch and Go.

**Guy Picciotto:** “After that show he came back to our dressing room and he was like, ‘Whoa. That was great.’ Like, he liked the show. And we were like, ‘Whoa, that’s weird.’ A lot of it has to do with finding common, like, fellow travelers outside of your own scene and Steve is one of them.”

After the experience recording themselves during *Steady Diet*, Fugazi was looking for a change. By the summer of 1992, they had a mess of new material, much of it in final form. “Rend It” and “Last Chance for a Slow Dance” had been showing up in the set since late 1991; “Instrument” and “Cassavetes,” dated from January of 1992; “Sweet and Low” took shape over the 1992 European tour.

**Ian MacKaye:** “We went to Europe all through the summer of ‘92. We had done a very long tour out there, and then we came back, and we were just practicing, practicing, practicing.”

The band headed into Inner Ear for a demo session of sorts on August 10, 1992, and laid down versions of “Instrument” and “Rend It.” In retrospect, these early versions of both songs sound brilliant, and how and why they sound brilliant will be addressed in their respective chapters. Suffice to say, a formal release of both demos would be welcome.

**Ian MacKaye:** “We were specifically recording a demo. Part of the reason it sounds good is that we weren’t worrying about it being a release. (After that session), there was more practicing, practicing, practicing. We were like, ‘What the fuck do we do (at this point)?’”
At the same time, Fugazi were also ready for something both more formal. Yet something wasn’t quite there. They had all these songs written but, perhaps still shook up from the “Steady Diet” sessions, were still agonizing over them. So, MacKaye suggested the band simply get out of town, and out of the Inner Ear comfort zone.

Guy Picciotto: “Within the D.C. scene, we had a huge pack of friends. But we were gone so much that it really meant a lot to meet people in different cities who you had some kind of ethical foundation or ideas about music that were in common. The scene in Olympia with (Beat Happening singer and K Records founder) Calvin (Johnson) was one example. And there was the Ex in Amsterdam and Albini in Chicago.”

Ian MacKaye: “Steve had said to us, ‘Any time you guys want to record, I’ll do a free session.’ And at some point we’re like, ‘Why don’t we take Steve up on his fuckin’ offer? We should go up there for a weekend and record a couple of songs and just see what it’s like?”

Guy Picciotto: “I think we’d reached a point where we were like, we’d made a bunch of records in a certain way, and then we had this idea like, maybe, since we’d never done it, maybe we should try something else, with someone else, just try to do something completely different.”

Ted Niceley: “Guy told me they were going to record with Albini and told him I thought it was going to be great and inside I’m thinking, ‘Bye bye, this is the last they’re going to see of me because he’s gonna put this in the fucking basket.’”
So a session was booked with Albini at his home studio for November 1992. A minivan and a Volvo were loaded with their instruments and a few amps and the band headed for Chicago, intending to record only two songs. Instead, over the next three days, working around the clock, Fugazi recorded twelve tracks.

“It was the greatest session we ever had,” MacKaye recalled in the Kreative Kontrol interview. “We had a blast. We just laughed and laughed and, to me, that’s kind of the essence of the creative process, being with people you can really laugh with.”

(Let us pause for a brief moment to consider how completely opposite this comment is to MacKaye’s perceived public persona.)

Over those three days, high on Albini’s enthusiasm and encouragement, the band just kept going. They shot dice, they had incredible meals, and most importantly, they recorded song after song, most of which had never been played in the intimacy of a recording session.

“He understands that the engineer / producer has to like the fuck out of it,” MacKaye said. “Steve pushed us hard and we went hard. Guy and I are singing so hard.”

At the end of the sessions, the band was thrilled with the results. Sitting in Albini’s attic, listening to the tapes, MacKaye was ecstatic. “This is the greatest record,” he recalled thinking. “‘Take that, Sonic Youth, or whoever was a big band at the time.’

Then, after dinner the final day of mixing, less than eighty hours after they had arrived in Chicago, Lally and MacKaye got back in the minivan and Canty and Picciotto into the Volvo. Fugazi headed for D.C. on an overnight drive,
each with a cassette of the rough mixes for what they were convinced would be their signature album.

But then:

**Ian MacKaye:** “We were somewhere in Ohio and I’m like, ‘Shall we do it?’ and holding the cassette up—‘want to do it?’ We each had our own copy. And I put the tape in, and we’re like, ‘Maybe hold off. Maybe we’re not ready, ears are not ready for this.’ So we just take out the tape and then in Pennsylvania we put it back in. We’re going to the Turnpike, and it’s like, ‘Man, this is not really sounding very good. But it sounded so good four hours ago,’ or whatever it was.”

The next day, MacKaye called Picciotto and Canty, who had headed back to Pirate House to see what they thought of the thing.

**Ian MacKaye:** “So I called and I was like, ‘Hey.’

‘Hey, Ian’
‘So, um, how was your drive?’
‘It was good.’
‘Do you have the tape?’
‘Yeah.’
‘Did you guys . . .?’
‘Why? Did you . . .?’
And both of them had the same, like, ‘This is not a good recording.’

I remember it being like, ‘Yeah, it’s a little weird.’ ‘Yeah, it’s definitely weird.’ By the end it was like, ‘Yeah, this is fucked up.’”
Guy Picciotto: “I listened to [the Albini recorded Jesus Lizard’s] Goat and I was like, ‘Could there be anything better than this fuckin’ record? This is great. Let’s just do it this way. We played live; we should be able to deliver the goods in the same manner.’ But as it turned out, we weren’t that band.”

A few days after the band listened to the tape but before they had contacted Albini, Albini sent the band a fax essentially agreeing with the band’s assessment: “On further listening, I blew it. Please call me so we can figure out a plan to make use of the good stuff.”

“It wasn’t my finest hour as an engineer,” Albini said on the podcast Kreative Kontrol. “We got lost in the hang and enjoying each other’s company. Sometimes you eat the bear and sometimes the bear eats you. It came out in a way where we enjoyed everything about it except the results.” If nothing else, Albini noted, the busted session was validation that the band had been doing it the right way in the first place.

The recordings, which felt like a closely guarded secret in the 1990s, eventually appeared online in the early 2000s. And indeed, the band and Albini were absolutely correct.

Everything about it, from the performances to the recording, seems very slightly . . . off. As furious as MacKaye and Picciotto sound on songs like “Great Cop” or “Cassavetes” or the hellacious “Facet Squared,” as hard as they are singing, as finished as most of the arrangements are, the overall performances are just not quite there. Emotionally, there’s nothing here that you can’t find more absurdly alive in any one of two dozen live performances of the same material. It
is fine; it is not great. The band knew they could do better. Albini knew they could do better.

All of that said, the session at Albini’s cemented a friendship among five like-minded musicians who would continue to play music together. Shellac—Albini’s trio with bassist Bob Weston and drummer Todd Trainer—and Fugazi would go on to perform a number of shows together, each band’s prowess pushing the other. Rarely did they play poorly.

**Joe Lally:** “The bottom line is, the hang with Albini was just so great for us that any music we could keep playing with him, we kept playing. It was and is a great relationship.”

**Guy Picciotto:** “The camaraderie that we had (with Albini) ended up serving us for years and years after that. The narrative shouldn’t be basically that it was a bad experience, because it was actually a great experience. And it took us one step closer to fully becoming a band that could produce itself, which I think we weren’t quite ready to do, but we soon became ready very quickly after that.”

**Ian MacKaye:** “It wasn’t as though we had made a Donner Party type crossing to the Midwest in hopes of crafting our next record with Steve only to have our dreams dashed by the results. It was mostly an opportunity to hear the songs outside of the practice space and to hang with friends in Chicago for a few days. It didn’t feel like a failure then or now.”

That said, the band still wanted to make a record.

So they did what they had done several times before. They called Ted Niceley.
Ted Niceley: “My then-wife told me ‘Ian and Guy have left you around five phone calls each.’ I talked to them and they asked if I could take a listen to a tape of what they had done at Albini’s and I quickly got a sense of what had happened. I wasn’t gleeful or anything, there’s nothing to be gleeful about in those kind of situations. But, having said that, I wanted to be in a room with these guys no matter what. Because there’s nothing like it.”

More than three years after their last session together, the band joined Niceley and Zientara at Inner Ear for a basic tracks session on December 21, 1992, returning in early January for vocals, overdubs, and mixes.

This time, everyone and everything—the people, the songs, the arrangements—were ready. In contrast to the Albini demo session, the winter sessions recording with Niceley were completely straightforward. Everyone was prepared to within an inch of their lives. Niceley knew this was crucial album for the band, the band felt it too. The Inner Ear sessions didn’t have the excessive pleasure of the Albini jaunt, perhaps, but everyone was there to work at their highest possible level.
“Facet Squared”
2:42

“They should never touch the ground”

The . . . wait, what is that sound? The first thing on the record. Ten seconds in and it’s beepbeepbeep.

Yeah, beeping, like a busy signal. There’s a sound nobody hears anymore. In 1993, it’s as familiar as the wind or your own pulse. A few decades later, well, do you know any children who know what a busy signal is?

The beeping transforms. It’s a guitar, definitely a guitar, sounding like a Morse code transmission, and soon it is answered back by another guitar, two notes, from a B chord, repeated. Message received.

Joined by bass and drums, the sound becomes a lumbering thing, a twelve-note bass loop egged on by snare hits and cymbal taps, the two guitars going at each other, still in guitar-Morse. . . . Then, at the 47-second mark—change.

The beeping is gone, the Morse code replaced with something larger and more assertive. A single guitar, thick with distortion, playing a massive riff on an E chord with a G from the second guitar, a riff that seems to fill the entire room with its buzz and howl. It feels definite and large, demanding your
attention. “We have been absent for a spell from your stereo,” it seems to say. “Let us get your attention now.” Four passes.

Then the whole band comes in at once, as if crashing through a plate glass window or a giant wave crashing to shore. A voice somewhere between a shout of command and a scream of resistance: “PRIDE NO LONGER HAS DEFINITION/EVERYBODY WEARS IT IT ALWAYS FITS/A STATE INVOKED FOR A LACK OF POSITIONNN.”

This is “Facet Squared,” the first song on Kill Taker, and it is a ball of rage.

Ted Niceley: “This is I think an even a better vocal than ‘Shut the Door.’ It was Ian’s best to that point.”

Anger has always been a crucial aspect of MacKaye’s music. From their very first song, Minor Threat was a rage machine. Check out the opening moments of “Filler,” the first song on the first Minor Threat EP: “WHAT HAPPENED TO YOUUUUUUUUUU?”; MacKaye, all of nineteen at the time, sounds like his head is about to explode.

As the 1980s wore on, MacKaye’s vocals would come to refine that fury into a variety of emotional registers. On an Embrace song such as “No More Pain,” the anger is a heart-rend. On Fugazi’s “Shut the Door,” a memorial for the overdose death of a family friend which became a live staple, it’s scream of sorrow and panic, loss and fear.

Here, MacKaye’s voice is a molotov cocktail. After the sonic flatness of Steady Diet, a flatness that neutered the MacKaye’s vocal power, “Facet Squared” is louder than a bomb, a reminder that this was a band capable of knocking over buildings. “Facet” reads like a statement of purpose,
an agenda, a manifesto for bringing the band back to life for those who only knew their records. This is MacKaye’s sloganeering at its very best, setting the agenda from inside the maelstrom.

The earliest incarnation of “Facet Squared” dates from the summer and fall of 1991, that interim of time directly before and right after Nirvana’s *Nevermind* broke. Fugazi had played instrumental version at the tail end of the summer/fall tour which directly preceded *Steady Diet of Nothing* as well as at the Australia/New Zealand tour during which *Nevermind* seemed everywhere. In those performances, “Facet Squared” was a rough thing, explosive and powerful, but still not quite forged. Lyrics then start to appear on January 25, 1992, in Hollywood, a show that also saw the debut of “Instrument” (introduced as “Loss Could Weigh”).

**Guy Picciotto:** “The thing about us too is, generally one person would write a verse, and it was almost always someone else would write a chorus. There’s always more than one perspective in the music. Like ‘Facet Squared’—I had kind of Stooges-y thing. And I remember being in Pirate House and then Ian wrote those crazy ascending chords that became the chorus. So then you have two different things.”

Some artists would rather be kicked in the teeth than talk about their lyrics (see Guy Picciotto in the following pages); Ian MacKaye is actually pretty good about it. Then again, as Ryan Nelson, one of MacKaye’s employees at Dischord and the drummer in the ’90s DC punk band The Most Secret Method once put it, “Ian has probably been interviewed an average of a few times a week since he was 19.”
“Facet Squared” is a song about nationalism, about its bankruptcy and the horror that arises from it. The song’s lyric arose in the year following the first Gulf War.

“The pride no longer has definition everybody wears it, it always fits”

Ian MacKaye: “Pride is an idea I take serious issue with. Everybody is proud of their own stupid ass countries. When I was a kid, I used to thank God I was born in America because it was the greatest country in the world. Where did I get that from? There is a kid in Luxembourg doing the same goddamn thing. And yet, I used to think ‘They lost the lottery I got to wake up here.’ But it means nothing.”

“A state invoked for the lack of position”

Ian MacKaye: “Nations are fictions; these are fictional lines. When you don’t have an argument, you invoke the nation-state.”

“Strength is the bait that keeps us so busy/If it’s perforated, then tear it to bits/All sense was lost in the frenzy/They should never touch the ground”

Ian MacKaye: “I wrestled with that lyric. At one point the line was, ‘Strength is the chum,’ like the stuff you bait sharks with. I wanted to get across the idea that part of the rationalization for violence is just to be strong with nothing but the idea of strength behind it, no other
reason. And anything that is weak, that shows weakness, is just destroyed in the chaos.”

“Irony is the refuge of the educated/ Always complaining but they never quit/ Cool’s eternal, but it always dated/ They should never touch the ground”

Ian MacKaye: “I feel like part of the Reagan right wing revolution was to reconfigure language and ironic detachment was part of that. I hate irony, I just never liked it. An ironic view meant super smart people didn’t take a stand or commit to anything, they just traffic in irony. You would hear people complain about things but never leave the situation or try to do anything about it. And at the time, I felt that people were thinking old things were cool and that’s what’s happening now is not cool, because the past is safe. Sylvia Plath can’t do anything to you, you know?”

“It’s not worth, it’s the investment/That keeps us tied up in all these strings/We draw lines and stand behind them/That’s why flags are such ugly things/That they should never touch the ground”

Ian MacKaye: “When I was a kid in boy scouts we were always told not to let flags touch the ground. The idea of the song is that the flag soils the fucking ground. The soil is perfect, it’s the concept of nations that is tainting.”

Ted Niceley: “[‘Facet Squared’] is a good example of why I wanted to be in a room with this band. And I heard the
Albini recording of that song and I knew they weren’t happy with it and all I could think was ‘I hope these guys don’t start throwing songs away because they are not happy with a recording and I certainly hope they don’t throw this away.’”

Niceley, far more comfortable than the band with rock music’s more commercial aspects, recalled that a visual came to mind when he was recording “Facet.”

Ted Niceley: “I kind of made fun of it a little. I told the guys that this song was perfect for the spotlight hitting Ian on a big stadium stage, he could be on one of those goddamn ego ramps and the spotlight goes off and then hits Guy and he’s on one. Brendan doesn’t know whether to hit me or start laughing. Ian is just shaking his head. But that song was a beast. When it was done, everyone took a moment to take a breath and absorb everything. It was pretty intense.”

And then there’s the title, which has proven a head-scratcher for fans since it was released. What did the band mean by “facet?” The side of a diamond? To look at something from different angles?

Nope.

“Take a look at the line ‘flags are such ugly things,’” MacKaye says. “F.A.S.U.T.” Eventually spelled “Facet.” The squared is for emphasis. Or perhaps squared away.

Ian MacKaye: “I have been affected by music in a way that is profound. I want people to feel the same thing that I felt. I used to say in interviews all the time, ‘Music kicked my ass and I intend to return the favor’ and that’s the reality of it for me. I write lyrics from the point of view that music itself has
its own power and I am just trying to activate that power. And that is a power that is as much or more with the receiver. Ultimately, the receiver decides if the song means anything to them or not.”
“Can I get a witness/a witness for this?”

If there’s one thing Fugazi records are good at, it’s the one-two punch, the first two songs on a record knocking you flat. On the first EP, it was the sing-along energy of “Waiting Room” followed by Picciotto’s androgynous, almost glammy “Bulldog Front.” On Margin Walker, the title track’s frenzy, one of Picciotto’s most unhinged studio performances, crashes into “And the Same,” a MacKaye-penned anthem cut from the same cloth as “Waiting Room.”

On Repeater, Picciotto’s smash-things-up burner “Turnover” is followed by MacKaye’s pile-driving title track, which raged at DC’s drug violence.

And even if the recording and performances weren’t stellar, Picciotto’s Steady Diet opener “Exit Only” and MacKaye’s pro-choice classic “Reclamation” were live staples.

But on Kill Taker, the band undoubtedly delivers on their blistering opening rope-a-dope. So it is with “Public Witness Program,” as explosive in its own way as “Facet.”
Guy Picciotto: “We wanted to kick out of the gate really, really hard. In a way it reminds of Rites of Spring, how we had ‘Spring’ first and then ‘Deeper Than Inside,’ Two bangers to open and then you break it down after that.”

Joe Lally: “‘Public Witness Program’ is such a basher that I can’t see us slaving over that one at practice too much. That one probably came together pretty quickly.”

A drum roll of sorts from Canty, then a mess of E flat major from what sounds like Picciotto’s guitar as Canty keeps up and the whole band surges in, on/off style, with Picciotto in classic throat-ripper mode:

“The eyes have it and eyes always will/ the eyes have it and they’re watching you still.”

Guy Picciotto: “I think a lot of people thought it was supposed to be, like, witness protection program or something like that. Which is not what it was. To me it was like the government program which paid you to be a witness but not a participant.”

There is, of course, no such actual program; Picciotto describes it as “pure science-fiction.” But because of the band’s level of political engagement, listeners have often assumed that all Fugazi songs are rooted in something tangible, as if the details for “Public Witness” were stripped from a ten-inch story in the back of Mother Jones.

Guy Picciotto: “It’s funny, this lyric thing, I get torn about it. I have heard of (‘Public Witness’) ‘Oh, this is about drug
addiction’ and I think ‘Why do they think every fucking song is about drug addiction?’ It’s so bizarre! But there’s always misinterpretations and at a certain point, I just disengage from it. There’s a way you can write, a way that words operate for you and it’s just the function of the shape of your mind. I have this problem with my face too! Like, my face is saying something, and I think I know what my face is saying, and people react in a way and are like, ‘Your face is really expressive’ and it’s saying one thing and I don’t feel like that’s what it’s saying. I felt that way with lyrics. I feel like I’m saying one thing and it doesn’t get heard that way.”

On “Public Witness,” Picciotto doesn’t sound panicked but pumped, almost excited to reveal this weird idea to the world. There’s humor in this track as well as elements that yield a certain levity by encouraging audience participation. From the one-two-one/one-two-two handclaps on the bridge to the chorus itself, double-tracked for maximum sing-along hint-drop: you will dance, you will clap, you will have no real idea what the song is about.

Here is the punchline: “Public Witness Program” has aged weirdly well.

Ian MacKaye: “At the time it was something we were laughing at, the idea of people being paid to just stand around and look at thing. But now, everyone has cameras with them. There really is a public witnessing happening all the time.”

Then again, a lot of Fugazi’s songs have stayed grimly relevant, the lyrics often vague enough to apply to many situations while referring to political realities that still
plague. The problems with flag-worship and nation-state addressed in “Facet Squared” aren’t going anywhere. The sentiments in “Great Cop” date back as long as there have been authority figures. The 1990 pro-choice “Reclamation,” the immigration-themed “Place Position” (from 1998’s “End Hits”) and the gentrification drama “Cashout” from 2001’s *The Argument* all could have been written tomorrow.

But at the time, “Public Witness Program” was an in-joke and not much else.

**Ian MacKaye:** “It’s like a riff on the way that people get turned into witnesses but they aren’t engaged but it was also a joke. We did a lot of jokes. It didn’t matter if they were only funny to us. We weren’t trying to make other people laugh, that’s for sure. It isn’t like we failed if other people didn’t get it.”

Track three on the album, however, was not a joke.
“This is complicated/calls for return”

You can barely hear the third song on *Kill Taker* when it starts. It forces you to check the volume knob, make sure everything is connected, that the headphones are plugged in. The volume rises very, very, slowly—methodically: clean guitars over a bass line that moves like a snake through weeds.

“A *fine disservice,*” Ian sings, softly, almost sotto voce. “Deceptive, too/ Check for the sender/ Sender was you”

“Caught me wide open/ No simple burn/ This is complicated/ Calls for return”

Brendan’s drums are keeping everything in check, but the singer is getting more and more agitated. “*FINE disservice,*” Ian sings, the first word a bark. “*Intended, too/Check for the sender/Sender was you.*” Then it hits you, right before the music: that quiet is barely sublimated rage, the sounds of a man hitting a boiling point, as the music powers down again . . .
Then that boiling point is exceeded, the wall of sound hitting at the 2:10 mark. It’s the flip-out, the temper-loss, the hammer coming down.

And MacKaye just starts howling: “The point has been recorded/The malice has been revealed/When I stripped away the humor/From the arrow it concealed/Sharpened and soaked in urine/It was meant to/ spread disease But now discovered/Becomes the sweet antithesis/Returning the screw/ It comes back to you.”

MacKaye can’t recall a specific incident that led to this howl, this moment of pure, unequivocal rage. But he sure has a lot of ammo.

**Ian MacKaye:** “This was the era of the ‘mean zine.’ People would write things under the pretense that they were joking, the humor being this fuzzy ball that has a poison arrow in the middle. Some of these zines were just savage, just say horrible things about people.”

There certainly is (or was) a scabrous, fuck-everything tradition in zines in the post-punk era, and the writing was often both stunning and stunningly savage. Consider zines such as Gerard Cosloy’s “Conflict,” Jimmy Johnson and Byron Coley’s “Forced Exposure,” or Greg Chapman and Sullivan’s “Ugly American.” (In fairness, many such writers have contended that the brutality therein could also be read as in-jokes for a coterie of in-the-know fellow fanatics—which often made it confusing for us plebes.)

In addition, MacKaye has also been subjected to a rather personal kind of hostility. Pussy Galore for instance, a D.C. band that contained Julie Cafritz (a former classmate of
Guy Picciotto’s) and Rites of Spring photographer/roadie Christina Martinez, cranked out “Fuck Ian MacKaye” right before they split for New York, but that always read more like a faux-asshole in-joke than actual malice.

The Poison Idea thing, on the other hand, MacKaye took a little personally.

**Ian MacKaye:** “In 1989, the band Poison Idea put out a 12” EP the cover of which was a giant spread asshole. The title is “Ian MacKaye.” I never met those guys, I’ve never said a word about them. Something like that is not really about you, it’s about the people who think you are a god. They were doing something to me that you would not do to a human, so they were simply reinforcing the idea that I’m a god.”

---

1In 2016, Jerry A of Poison Idea put a few thoughts on Facebook page regarding the *Ian MacKaye* EP:

I’ll tell the story one last time, and maybe it’ll clear some stuff up. I doubt Ian is on FB, or that he will ever see this. But then again, when that record came out, we didn’t think he’d ever see that either. Kalv (head of In Your Face Records) was going to re-release a couple singles onto a 12” and we were doing the cover/art. the model, asshole, was Kevin the bass player for The Imp. Pigs and Tom’s roommate. We took the photo, it came out as we expected. And then we went to name this comp. record. At first it was to be called, “Dinner Is Served.” That didn’t seem too intense or even funny, so we threw around a bunch of names, and then we started naming people. I think (Dead Kennedy’s singer Jello) Biafra even might have been named. Someone said Ian’s name, and we laughed. Then someone said no, we should stick with that. It was a split second decision, decided while drunk and if we would have made time to really think about it, we probably would have came up with a better title. We didn’t set out to attack Ian. We were all Minor Threat fans, who...
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Of course, “Returning the Screw” isn’t about the Poison Idea thing, but it is a perfect anthem for the humiliated and the hacked off.

wasn’t? I never thought people would be talking about it years later. I wrote a letter once to Ian, at the Discord (sic) house explaining why we did it, and never heard a word back. So like I said, it wasn’t us hating and attacking this guy. There are a lot worse people in the world to call an asshole. And if anyone would have calmly taken the time to ask us, back then, we would have said the same thing.
Guy Picciotto: “Kill Taker, Red Medicine, End Hits, and The Argument, those are all the Jem Cohen album cover ones too—I feel like suddenly, it’s like we woke up to (the fact) that we should pay attention to what the cover looked like, and what the record sounded like. Suddenly it’s like the records have this identity or this cohesiveness in terms of the way they look. Before, we were a band that committed to the moment, we played live, and then we made these records.”

Jem Cohen has been a friend to Fugazi before Fugazi existed. A classmate at Wilson High School of Ian MacKaye’s, Cohen was part of the scene around which MacKaye formed his earliest bands, the little-known, little-seen Slinkees, the Teen Idles, and eventually, Minor Threat. He was a friend, but not yet a collaborator.

Cohen graduated from Wesleyan in 1984, putting together his first short film “A Road in Florida” in 1983. He started living in New York in the mid-1980s, but he filmed the band on and off since their inception in 1987, largely using Super 8.
Jem Cohen: “I had moved out of D.C. and had just started to come into my own as a filmmaker thanks to Super 8, which I saw as a parallel track to the DIY aspects of D.C. punk, in that you didn’t have to participate in the Capital I-Industry to make something, to do something.”

At some point, Cohen aimed his camera out his apartment window to film a man sniffing glue on the street.

Jem Cohen: “It was very powerful but really disturbing. He was a guy I had seen before. And [Fugazi] were in town and I showed them that film and some other stuff, but there was a reaction on their part that was a musical response. I responded back by sending some lyrics, they responded back with lyrics and it became this nice volley, a very informal thing that became a very intensive collaboration.”

A version of the music for “Glueman” became the soundtrack to the short film Cohen created of the same name, but it’s the song “Glueman”—which carries a “lyric donation and direction by Jem Cohen” credit—that became a Fugazi signature piece, the traditional tour closer (or set closer for an exceptional evening).

An ovoid riff, MacKaye facing his Marshall stack, then Guy’s scream: “AYYYYYYYE!!!! / SPENT IT ALL!!! / on the bag / on the drag.” It’s ostensibly about the glue-sniffing man, but when it’s being played, it’s about everything all at once.

It is their MC5’s “Black to Comm,” their Velvet Underground’s “Sister Ray,” their “Bad” (U2, not MJ). It’s about the moment it is being played; it’s about the crowd and the band. It’s a tornado with Picciotto at the center, hurling himself around stage, upside down, shaking, a total release:
“You are my everyone, you are my anyone / You are my anytime, you are my every time / everywhere / anywhere.”

For many of the band’s fans, it’s everything they want from the act of rock music.

Jem Cohen: “At the time, I had no idea what was being engendered, that that song would become this long-term phenomenon. When the opening notes of ‘Glueman’ would sound off in a room, I and everybody else knew that like something incredibly intense was now going to unfold.”

Cohen and the band would stay friends, if not direct collaborators, for the next few years, and by the time Fugazi were putting together Kill Taker, Cohen started thinking that they weren’t giving the attention to their sleeves that the music deserved.

Joe Lally: “We were so focused on songwriting and touring, and we’d just go play the songs, and that was the main thing, and the records were almost a pain in the ass.”

Jem Cohen: “Fugazi were very, very busy being musicians and most musicians who are very, very busy cannot attend to every single aspect of being a band.”

That, of course, is what labels are often for. But MacKaye was running Dischord and producing other bands in addition to booking Fugazi tours, so the sleeves were often the last thing they were thinking about.

Jem Cohen: “I became interested in helping them to adjust away from misconceived notions about the band and that was something that I thought could be done on a graphic
level. I wanted to grant the band a degree of complexity that includes such things as a sense of humor, something I knew was there and many thought was not.”

Cohen’s brother Adam, a photographer in his own right, had previously contributed the photos for both Steady Diet and the now iconic Fugazi EP cover. Like the other Fugazi sleeves up until Kill Taker, these covers relied on a single image. When presented with the possibility to take on art for the next record after Steady Diet, however, Cohen was determined to represent the band in a way he felt would open up a more complicated notion of what he already knew was there. For Kill Taker, Cohen envisioned sleeves with a multiplicity of images working at once, layering, bumping into each other and creating new meanings.

Jem Cohen: “I wanted images that weren’t a single idea because it was always clear that they were not a single idea band, not in terms of their thoughts or lyrics or worldview and not in terms of their music making. I was trying to thicken the plot on a visual level, to bring out something that I knew absolutely was part of that band.”

In his film Lost Book Found, Cohen explored palimpsests encountered in the world, be they found on the ground or layered like handbills and posters on a wall. Over the course of seven or so years, Cohen had been picking pieces of writing up off the ground or peeling things off of lampposts.

Jem Cohen: “I picked up this piece of paper that is basically a rant. Some of it was quite unhinged but other parts of it were actually quite poetic. There was a degree to which they were
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full of conspiratorial paranoia and a degree to which it is spot on. It was exciting to find these peripheral, marginalized, weird voices that actually made sense sometimes.”

Cohen took this screed and manipulated it so it essentially wrapped around the sleeve, fragments of text visible front and back. Here’s a relevant passage (in the closest possible font to Screed Handwriting) from the back of the sleeve:

THIS IS A EViL WiCKedNess Place THAY HAVE DiD SO MiNNY THIN
to ME FROM HATE CRUEL HATRED THAY DiD ThAns TO MY
HeaRT KNOWing NeitHeR MERCY NOR PiTY. I COULD NOT
HAVE TrIde TO GET HELP TO PUT A STOP TO THE STORM
THE ADVERSARY WORKERS iNiquitY EViIdOERS THIS iS Big
BeCAUSE PeOPlE iN HiGH Places ARE in on THE KiLL TAKER

Jem Cohen: “Wrapping the rants around the sides brought in a kind of visual feedback and distortion, making for an element that was both controlled and kind of uncontrollable, just the way the band used unexpected sounds in performances.”

On the front: an old, yellowed photo of the Washington Monument, the tallest object in the city Fugazi (and Dischord) repped for years. In the upper left hand corner, the word “fugazi,” all lower case.

It was the first time the band’s hometown had been explicitly referenced in an album cover; seeing that thing felt like a reassertion of first principles. It was a visual statement as forceful as the musical one in “Facet Squared”: this is who we are.
Jem Cohen: “I found the photo of the Washington Monument in a junk store, I think. It was just one of those things that came into play and it was just right, especially having it next to this weird voice. If it had just been the picture of the monument, it would have been beautiful but monolithic.”

Things moved around a bit on the inner sleeve, depending on format. On the LP, the inner sleeve was black. On one side, the image of an envelope, which said the following:

```
a child is a growing
Del
ilah

stream in the river
who is subject to his belief?
Disability does have no private interpretation.
AUTOmobile driver
who does not criticize
his d r i v i n g
neighbours hates them
The best things in life is no
made from human hands
   Victor Evangelista
Who can do anything against TruTh.
Evil communications do
corrupt good manners.
A citizen who does not re-
buke another despises him
And blessed are the poor
GOD’s Wisdom is in HIS Creation
```
Jem Cohen: “That was donated by (the late artist and band friend) Jeremy Blake; Guy brought that to the table. I mentioned that I was working with collage and I was interested in these street elements and Guy said, ‘I have the perfect thing’ and he gave me. I am very glad we just put that on a black background with nothing else because that piece was so unto itself.”

On the other side were the lyrics, typewritten, with a photo of the band in the middle, sickly yellow green light surrounding them.

Guy Picciotto: “That is us in a closet—we put a Polaroid camera on a tripod, the Spectra camera, and then we all fit in the frame. So it says ‘photo by the Spectra system.’”

The CD included a photo by Cynthia Connolly, photographer, coauthor of the crucial D.C. punk photo book Banned in DC, longtime Dischord employee and, for a long time, Ian MacKaye’s significant other. It’s of a window, boarded up from the inside, blues exterior, peeling paint, the words “CARRY OUT” in black over the window.

Cynthia Connolly: “That photo was taken near the old Whitlow’s Bar and Grille at 11th and E St. NW. I distinctly remember driving down to take that picture. A piece of old D.C. right there.” (Whitlow’s closed in 1989 and moved to Arlington in 1995.)

Connelly also managed press, promotion, and advertising for Dischord. Her job was essentially to go through every fanzine that came through the door, comb them for mentions
of Dischord acts, and assemble press binders for the bands. Avoiding major magazines, Connelly estimates that she was sending about 110 copies of *Kill Taker* to college radio and zines.

**Jem Cohen:** “Obviously, that photo meant carry out as in food, but for us, it also meant to fully carry something out, to see it through. We always wanted to give someone a chance to make their own meaning from the images, which is also something the band does with its lyrics.”

Everything about the sleeve was done by hand, with very little computer involvement. Cohen made endless trips to Kinko’s (a 1990s DIY/zine culture hotspot if ever there was one) running off color copy after color copy. No scanner, no Photoshop; just scissors, Xacto knives, and tape.

**Jem Cohen:** “That handmade aspect was very important to me. The handmade thing is what the band is about. Ian plays guitar without any effects, whatever noises he makes are made with his hands. And all those lyrics were typed on a manual typewriter. We started doing that on this record and kept it up on every sleeve since. You really had to spend hours clackety-clacking and you invariably fucked up and had to start again. It’s a very different thing to actually do that by hand as part of a total aesthetic project than it is to use a font on a computer.”

On the label of the LP, we see the image of a fraction of a yellow pad, upon which was written “I Will Not Lie,” obviously reminiscent of a child writing lines as punishment. This image was also repeated on the CD.
Jem Cohen: “That was a great example of people misreading the art, actually. If someone had taken a font and written on the back of the record ‘I will not lie,’ yeah, that would be kind of a pompous thing to do. But to have a piece of paper that was some kid’s exercise that a teacher had made him do, it was simultaneously devastating and funny and heartbreaking but it certainly wasn’t self-righteous. A real kid had been made to do that. It wasn’t about the fucking band being, like, ‘We are honest.’”

From *Kill Taker* forward, Cohen would be an ongoing contributor to the band’s visual aesthetic. He put together covers for the band’s next three studio albums, creating for them a unified aesthetic based on collage, visual juxtaposition, and lots of typing on typewriters.

In 1999, Cohen and the band released *Instrument*, a lyrical, enigmatic documentary on the band, which combined Super 8, 16 millimeter, and video, virtually all of it shot by Cohen. Combining concert performances with candid bits from tour, rehearsals, Fugazi in the studio working on *Red Medicine*, and archival interview footage from around the world, it remains a music documentary unlike any other.

Jem Cohen: “Ambiguity and poetic elements are integral to this band. Sometimes things were included because there was no exact meaning.”
“Smallpox Champion”

4:01

“History rears up to spit in your face”

While Native America has long been an inspiration to and topic for the earnest American rock musician, actual Native musicians have been harder to come by.

Link Wray, the Washington, D.C., via Dunn, North Carolina, guitar man whose 1958 instrumental “Rumble” made both the power chord and guitar distortion critical parts of the rock vocabulary, claimed to be at least part Shawnee, but no source seems able to agree on the percentage.

The most famous Native band is probably Redbone, whose joyful 1974 single “Come And Get Your Love” found an entirely new audience when it soundtracked Star-Lord (Chris Pratt) dancing around a dead planet like a space opera Indiana Jones in Guardians of the Galaxy. Chuck Billy, of the California metal band Testament, is of the Pomo tribe. The Navajo punk act Blackfire has been playing since 1989. Those in search of a comprehensive look at such things are urged to check out the stellar Native North America, Vol. 1: Aboriginal Folk, Rock, and Country 1966–1985 compiled by Vancouver-
based record collector and archivist Kevin “Sipreano” Howes, who spent fifteen years scouring flea markets, tracking down artists, and writing liner notes.

But as a topic, Native America has been hypnotizing rockers about as long as rock music has been around.

There’s Native American imagery all over Neil Young’s stuff, from the spine-tingling live staple “Cortez the Killer” to the acoustic “Pocahontas” to a whole lot of his graphics. Jimi Hendrix, a longtime hero of Ian MacKaye’s, was of Native American extract (check out his “Castles Made of Sand” for the full story). Then there’s Cher’s “Half Breed,” about which perhaps the less said, the better.

“Smallpox Champion,” then, is very much in the political punk tradition: a twenty-something white guy looking at repulsive injustice and screaming about it: “Smallpox champion, U.S. of A/ Give natives some blankets/ warm like the grave”

**Guy Picciotto:** “I’d just read ‘Bury my Heart at Wounded Knee.’ If you’re gonna engage in things like that you wanna do it in a way that’s intelligent but for a lot of young people who are educating themselves, you start building critiques in your head and you get overwhelming feelings about them.”

Picciotto’s lyrical work in Rites of Spring, One Last Wish, and Happy Go Licky was never as directly issue-based as it seemed in Fugazi. Then again, One Last Wish’s most famous song “Burning the Undertow” explicitly references the murder of Roberto Rojas, a nineteen-year-old Wilson High graduate who was beaten and set on fire by government soldiers in Chile.
"SMALLPOX CHAMPION"

Guy Picciotto: “Like a lot of kids, when I was 11 or 12 I read ‘The Autobiography of Malcolm X,’ [and] ‘Invisible Man’ by Ralph Ellison which is about the time I started getting into punk, where there was so much politics in punk rock and you’re listening to Stiff Little Fingers and listening to all these bands and forming your worldview.”

By the time Picciotto was in college and playing in Rites of Spring, the Dischord scene was renewing itself a bit and the wide-angle, lifestyle-as-politics (vegetarianism, activism, etc.) was a vital part of all that. But, Picciotto argues, political punk was sometimes considered not that punk at all.

Guy Picciotto: “I think it’s hard for people to remember now but back then there was a reactionary backlash against it. Even within punk rock, there was a reactionary strain, like there was something kind of embarrassing about engaging in it at all. There’s the strain of punk that’s all ‘Man, it’s supposed to be fun, don’t get too serious.’ There’s the strain of what I think of as adolescent nihilism and engagement in things that are supposed to be really transgressive and are really just kinda stupid. That sort of thing struck me as quite conservative because it doesn’t actually challenge you in any way to change your behavior.”

While historians have long debated the intentionality of the British using smallpox-infected blankets on a mass scale to destroy American Natives, there seems to be little question that such tactics were used, at a bare minimum, against Natives at the siege of Fort Pitt in 1763. It is also entirely possible that biological warfare was, even then, considered so
hideous that such occurrences were left out of the historical record, or records deliberately destroyed.

**Guy Picciotto:** “That whole story is just so perverse and horrible. But it is also symbolic of a lot of ways that America operates: What looks to be an altruistic gesture is actually poison, is actually a method of power and control and blame. It’s a metaphor for how this country operates and continues to operate.”

It doesn’t hurt that the song itself is a thrill ride, careening and droning and shaking its fist.

Built on a Canty-written bass line and a simple, monstrous guitar riff on the two verses, “Smallpox Champion” gallops from hook to hook, from the droning, distorto-bridges “What is good for the future/ what was good for the past/ what is good for the future/ won’t last” to chiming chords on the key change sing-along “cha-cha-cha-cha- cha-champion” outro. The latter creates a whiplash emotional dissonance to go with the change in key, as howling punk melodrama gives way to this almost cheery sing-along. After the first round of “champions,” Picciotto sticks in an almost child-like revenge fantasy, screaming “you’ll get yours! . . . woo-hoo-hoo . . . you’ll get yours . . . whooo-hooo-hooo” before a final round of “cha-cha-cha-cha- cha-champion,” then “WIPE OUT” and an abrupt end. John Lennon would be proud.

Its momentum is striking, its fist-pump song-along nature impossible to resist in a live setting. But the changes keep coming: the dissonance, then the weird revenge fantasy of the “you’ll get yours” lyric, and then the abrupt end to the song. Thanks for riding.
“Rend It”
3:48

“Locked in a body/in love with the process of . . . / surrender”

“Smallpox Champion” may have been about history as seen by a guy who’s read a lot of books, but “Rend It” is a different story altogether. It’s about as personal as Picciotto got, and there isn’t much in the Fugazi catalog that prepares you for hearing “Rend It” for the first time, especially live.

A sweaty crowd, kids dancing or standing listening quietly as so many indie rock kids did, so unused to dancing with actual other people. Or maybe they’re not really paying attention at all for whatever reason, seeing how there was a little break in the action as the band tuned up and then:

A furious riff overture, Picciotto and MackKaye leaping in the air, MacKaye rearing back and folding forward, both guitars, bass, and drum announcing themselves like a horn “bada’bada’bada’bada BAAAAA” eight times. If you listen carefully, you notice Canty changing up the drums very slightly on each pass.
Then Picciotto’s voice, just Picciotto’s voice, belting and pleading in equal measure:

WHY DON’T YOU COME TO MY HOUSE . . .
WHY DON’T YOU DRAG ME RIGHT OUT
PAST ALL THIS SHIT THAT I SAID I’M SAYIN
WHY DON’T YOU CUT UP MY MOUTH

It’s a nerve-wracking moment. For all the band’s physical intensity on stage, the music is always doing much of the emotional heavy lifting.

Even when Picciotto throws himself into a near-shamanic frenzy during “Glueman,” MacKaye’s guitar is right there with him, with the rhythm section pushing and pulling and shaping, making the musical circle he dances in.

But this is something altogether rawer. Even by Picciotto’s standards, “Rend It” is an incredibly intense song, largely because it feels intense in a new way.

After the first verse the music creeps in, spare, almost disoriented, trying to find its feet. The chorus, thundering through F#-B-A-E is a rave up,

I said I said what I said I want you to help me.
Surrender rend it it’s yours
Out in the open
We’re wide open
Surrender rend it it’s yours
Locked in a body, in love with the process of
Surrender rend it it’s yours
Out in the open
We’re wide open
Ian backs him up on the “surrender, rend it, it’s yours,” and his voice feels almost like a lifeline being tossed, feels like a friend with a little bit of distance from the situation giving his two cents.

But the music keeps dropping out, and, when it does, Picciotto’s a man on a tightrope whose safety net has vanished. He can’t look down, because that spells doom; he just has to keep moving forward—keep exposing himself.

Night light comes into my room
Some shade of bruise-colored blue
Moves through my mind like a chemical
Imbalance on schedule

Then the chorus again. Oddly, the best line “Locked in a body/in love with the process of” isn’t on the lyric sheet. Although Picciotto delivers it like an explanation for why he’s losin’ it, it’s almost as if the line is too much, everything is too naked, too exposed, too open, to be printed.

Ian roars to life again on the final chorus, screaming “yours!/yours!” over and over, as if giving cover for Guy’s final explanation, in which he is howling: “My love song/ my love song . . . went . . . wrong/ wrong/ wrong.”

Ted Niceley: “I think that song is a masterpiece. It’s essentially an opera, especially the beginning. It’s a very romantic song, which is not something you hear on a Fugazi record every day. It really sounds like Guy is having a crisis and I’m a sucker for romance and crises.”

Guy Picciotto: “I was a mess when I wrote that song. That’s basically it. I was a mess.”
Of all of the songs on _Kill Taker_, the evolution “Rend It” is perhaps easiest to track.

An embryonic version first appeared on December 8, 1991, at an unannounced gig at the late, great dc space, a long-vanished, 99-person capacity venue in downtown D.C.

It was unannounced perhaps because between the last time Fugazi played the tiny room (in late July of that year) and December, three things had happened: _Steady Diet of Nothing_ was released, _Nevermind_ had hit the market, and the Lollapalooza package tour, featuring Jane’s Addiction, Living Colour, and the Rollins Band had completed its maiden circuit. All to say that the American rock underground which had been bubbling under for years was now fully exposed. Also, Fugazi had been routinely filling 800–1,200 seat halls for a good year.

No, this show can be seen as not for the general public; this dc space gig was a chance to work out new stuff in front of friends and play one last show before the holidays.

Here, “Rend It” is the first song of the encore. It doesn’t have a name, and Picciotto introduces it with “This song’s not well rehearsed or anything and I’m gonna make up the words, so enjoy it.”

What follows is just that, an essentially instrumental version of “Rend It” with Picciotto and MackKaye yelling nonsense over it. Vague phrases slip out here and there (“I wanna drag you right out/ WAH WHA WAH WAH/whatcha doing”); only MackKaye and those in attendance likely have any idea what the hell MackKaye was actually yelling and I wouldn’t bet the ranch on either party. Indeed, MackKaye’s syllables sound like a platonic ideal of Generic Ian Sounds, Sung-Not-Barked Division. After it’s done, Picciotto outros
the thing: “That song is called ‘Vermillion Border,’ which is how you figure out where your lip is not part of your face. . . . That’s a little bit of information for you.” Okie doke.

Obviously, the entire show, available as part of the massive Fugazi Live Series on dischord.com, is recommended.

Then a few weeks later in January, Picciotto recorded an acoustic demo of what became “Rend It” at Pirate House. Whispered singing, a little bit of echo, acoustic guitar strumming out the riff, a bit of bass, a bit of “dehumidifier percussion,” as it is put in the credits for Instrument Soundtrack. (He’s tapping on the thing.)

Some final lyrics are here and there, in different order. It’s intimate in a completely different way than the scaled up version, which blasts at you. Instead, it’s a portrait of the writer at 3 a.m., possibly heartsick.

This version was included on the Instrument Soundtrack, a collection of mostly demos and two studio outtakes that went into the Instrument documentary.

**Guy Picciotto:** “That’s me in my room, making a very quiet song. I was sitting on the edge of my bed and I was tapping on a humidifier to make the rhythm, and just playing guitar and I remember being in this weird state and writing it. Then you bring in a practice and submit it to the band and it gets inflated into this Zeppelin, everything gets stretched out and you have to create room for people to do their thing and find a way to make it work. In a group dynamic it becomes a different song, which is often a better song. With this one, it’s like they’re not even on the same planet anymore. They are just completely different.”
The tune next shows up March 6, 1992, at a benefit for the Washington Free Clinic at St. Stephen’s and the Incarnation Church. “We have been holing up over at my parents’ house writing some new songs,” Picciotto says, “and this is one of them.”

This iteration essentially puts together the demo from January and the riffs from December. Except they still haven’t decided to make the opening completely a cappella with different lyrics. “I’d fake a mistake to please . . . you” is not a bad new first line; “I’d like to show you my room” from the acoustic version was mercifully replaced.

It’s loose and fetal: the spirit is willing and everything else is getting there. Still no title.

One more before you throw this book across the room: On April 4, 1992, Fugazi joined L7 and Bikini Kill for a massive Rock for Choice benefit at the Sanctuary Theater in D.C. Right before “Rend It,” Picciotto busts his trusty Rickenbacker and is handed a backup guitar. “This (meaning the song) is gonna be fucked up, guaranteed, (as I) figure out how to readjust . . . this is a song called ‘Render My Body Politic.’”

Which is a note-perfect way to introduce what is increasingly, obviously a somewhat panicked “went wrong” love song when you are playing with two bands for whom the personal and the political were greatly intertwined.

You can barely hear Picciotto in the beginning, like he’s deeply ashamed of whatever the hell is going on in his head. When the chorus hits, he’s all in, his voice ripping. And a fascinating thing happens: “I said I said what I said/ I said that I [love it?] [need it?]” Dude clearly cannot bring himself to say . . . something.
Guy Picciotto: “That was a tough song in a lot of ways. It was always hard for me to sing live. It was just a very difficult song to make perfect, for me. And I can’t stand it on the record. It was this quiet thing that just kind of meandered along and had these little movements in it. That was the way I heard it. And I remember thinking, ‘I never figured out how to sing it.’”

And yet, it became an absolute staple of the live show, played hundreds of times, mostly because it fit into their spontaneous setlists.

Guy Picciotto: “Certain songs have these beginnings that are really easy to use to keep the show moving. That one was one that was always really easy to use because it has this build up on the two notes that form the chord that we would use to start the song. Something about the way we structured that live, it was a very easy song for me to grab in my head when we were figuring what the next song would be. But then I would always forget that I had to sing the thing and oh fuck! I gotta do the a cappella thing I always remember that feeling, Oh man it feels so great and we’d come in on the chorus and I’d be ‘YAY!’ then I’d be ‘oh shit it’s that thing again.’”

You may recall that this song was committed to tape for the first time in a demo session in August 10, 1992, when the band headed into Inner Ear and cut “Rend It” and “Instrument.” These demos are not commercially available nor have they been leaked to the internet and one hopes for their eventual commercial release. This version of “Rend
It” is superior to both the Albini version and the version that ultimately made it onto the album.

Picciotto was wrong, it turns out. He HAD solved the vocal for “Rend It.” The performance on this demo is just stronger—he trills the r’s on the chorus, creating a bit of both emotional distance and swagger. This is not a man scared of love, this is a man completely ready for it. One hopes these songs will appear on a future archival release. Which is to say they could put out a single of both songs tomorrow and heads would explode.

When I spoke to the band in February 2016, they played these demos for me. Picciotto hadn’t heard them in years, perhaps since they were recorded.

**Guy Picciotto:** “I think one of the biggest problems, certainly, with *In on the Kill Taker* is the amount of thinking that goes on, and some of it’s really counterproductive. I’m actually really in shock at what those vocals sound like (on the summer demo). But by the time we did the (Niceley sessions), that song was always impossible for me. I was really happy with the demo I made in my room, and then we tried to make it a rock song and we had the drop out all that stuff. I never felt comfortable with it. But on listening to the summer demo, it’s the first time where I was like, ‘Well, actually, that sounds like maybe what we were trying to do.’”

**Ian MacKaye:** “That actually is kind of typical of us.”

**Brendan Canty:** “To not see it when it’s right in front of us?”

**Ian MacKaye:** “Yeah. That we did it but then we’re like, ‘That can’t be it.’”
The Albini version, recorded in November 1992, suffers from what all of the Albini versions suffer from: performances that are furious in spots and energized in others, and somehow not completely up to snuff with vocals feeling somewhere in the middle distance. But to their credit, both MacKaye and Picciotto sound good and unhinged; the lyrics locked into their final form, with Picciotto adding some unglued howling to the end.

For fans, Picciotto’s judgment isn’t entirely fair to the finished product on *Kill Taker*. It remains a signature song and, perhaps for everyone but Picciotto, it’s still a terrific performance.

But it never did stop giving him trouble. It stayed the love song that went wrong.
“23 Beats Off”
6:41

1. On November 7, 1991, Los Angeles Laker Magic Johnson announced he was HIV positive. His number with the Lakers was 32.

On November 24, 1991, Freddie Mercury, the lead singer of the British rock band Queen, died from pneumonia related to AIDS. He was forty-five years old. Mercury was beset by press rumors about his health for nearly five years, especially as he looked increasingly frail. He kept his health status private until about twenty-four hours before he died.

2. In Michael Azzerad’s *Our Band Could Be Your Life: Scenes from the American Indie Underground 1981–91*, MacKaye recalls one of the band’s early bonding moments. Fugazi were playing its first non-East Coast shows, a three-day Michigan tour in January 1988 that brought them to Flint, Lansing, and Ypsilanti. “Everyone in the van was miserable,” Azzerad writes. But after Guy passed a Queen tape compilation up
front, “We were rocking out to the Queen tape,’ says Ian MacKaye, ‘And that’s when I knew we were a band.’”

3. A few months later in April 1988, Fugazi introduced “Give Me the Cure,” an explosive song about AIDS. Live and recorded, it’s one of Picciotto’s most impassioned vocals in a career full of them, embodying desperation, passion, and sexual fluidity all at once (“I never sucked on the dying/I never licked the side of dying before/ And now I’m feeling the dying”). He would often preface the song with a brief comment about it (“Every lover is a scientist, everybody’s got tainted love” is a personal favorite). This showstopper always felt particularly resonant at benefits for organizations like the Whitman-Walker Clinic in DC or the homeless advocacy group the Community for Creative Non-Violence.

4. On April 8, 1992, responding to a soon-to-be-published USA Today story, tennis legend Arthur Ashe announced that he was HIV positive. Ashe was the first African-American player on a US Davis Cup team. He remains the only black man ever to win the singles title at Wimbledon, the US Open, and the Australian Open. A longtime role model and activist, Ashe died February 6, 1993, of pneumonia.

5. **Ian MacKaye:** “It’s not about Magic Johnson.”
   Feel free to Google just how many people, everywhere think this song is about Magic Johnson and have
elaborate theories about how the 23 is Johnson’s number, 32, backward.

Ian MacKaye: “It’s not about Magic Johnson. It’s about Freddie Mercury and Arthur Ashe.”

6. Coming off of the melodramatic close of “Rend It,” “23 Beats Off” initially sounds like a respite. It starts slowly, chord changes almost lackadaisical but clearly methodical. It’s a tough, weird, rhythm, and a hard song to plug into sets. It was only played fewer than thirty times over the course of the band’s career, which comprised about a thousand performances.

7. MacKaye’s voice is conversational at first: “A name/ I recognize that name/ It was at the center of some ticker tape parade/ The lead story. A fine example.” The song is about a public figure, a hero, someone people look up to, a subject of a lead story in any context.

Then the song ignites. MacKaye screams the second verse, which substitutes “It was at the center of some magnifying glass” for the ticker tape parade line in the previous lyrics.

8. Ian MacKaye: “If you are at the center of a magnifying glass, you are getting burned and being investigated at the same time.”

9. The next verse expands the story: “He used to pretend he was fighting some war somewhere/ Now
everything depends on fighting some war,” the former a reference to the going into battle aspect of honing your craft, the latter a reference to one’s body turning against itself.

10. Ian MacKaye: “In sports, commitment to your craft is the battle, the loss is the enemy. For Mercury, he had to win the crowd. I have been to gigs where I was like, ‘I gotta win this, I gotta destroy the stage.’ You never want to waste the stage. I have told friends who were opening for us, ‘Don’t leave a plank because if you do, we will humiliate you.’”

11. The final lines are more complicated than they might seem at first: “He never thought he’d be/ an exclamation point/ A demonstration of his disease/ A punctuation mark/ A household name with HIV.”

12. Ian MacKaye: “The question I was posing was really whether or not somebody who has engaged in a public life, someone who has actively sought fame, in terms of being a hero in sport or entertainment, does he or she have a right to privacy when the body in which the inhabit is dying or have they turned that over?”

13. MacKaye spent a lot of time thinking about fame, about the sheer amount of time and effort someone like Ashe or Mercury or Rock Hudson put into being famous. The hysteria around AIDS, around this “bad disease,” was such that the moment a celebrity announced they were sick, they became, in his words, an exclamation point.
14. At the same time, people like Ashe and Hudson and Mercury could have discussed the disease in public far earlier than they chose to. Ashe found out he was HIV positive in 1988, Mercury in 1987. Mercury famously admitted he had AIDS about a day before he died.

15. **Ian MacKaye:** “Part of me felt like they should show people that AIDS, this incredibly political disease, affects everybody, it didn’t matter if it you were rich or poor. Or, conversely, just because you are public, don’t people have the right to die privately? I don’t necessarily think they that just because they liked to be rained with ticker tape that they needed to be burned under the magnifying glass.”

16. MacKaye’s final howl, “**Still, it’s just still soooooouuuund,**” fades into some of the most abstract music Fugazi had thus far committed to tape.

During live shows, songs such as “Reprovisional,” “Promises,” “Shut the Door,” and the almighty “Glueman” would routinely extend to almost twice their album length with improvised feedback jams. It was at these moments Fugazi felt like a jazz-rock outfit not in the sense of fusion-style noodling, but in their ability to vamp on a groove and sculpt abstract passages that were easily the equal of a Sonic Youth or a Pavement.

For fans, part of the joy of the Fugazi Live Series, the massive archive of more than 800 shows that went live in 2011, was access to all of these noisier moments—
they really were punk’s Grateful Dead in this, if no other, regard.
But until “23 Beats Off,” they had never committed such a jam to tape. And “23 Beats Off” is a doozy, four minutes of shattering guitar and amp abuse.

17. **Ted Niceley:** “I remember we did a take of the song that was good but when they tried to go into the feedback part, it quickly degenerated into not happening. And I think we decided to pick it up from the last eight bars before the feedback part and drop it in (to the earlier take) and they knocked it out of the park. The jam is all live, all one take. Fucking incredible, especially that helicopter sound. We heard that and it was like ‘Holy shit, that’s the one, Nothing else is gonna happen tonight.'”

18. **Guy Picciotto:** “Listening to the multitracks, what I’m really proud of about this record is how much all that noise stuff that’s on those tracks, even if we didn’t use all of it. Like ‘23 Beats Off,’ I mean, at the time, to make people sit there and listen to that shit, when they were listening to *Nevermind*? Fuckin’ A.”

19. And then the title. Ah, yes, the title.

20. **Ian MacKaye:** “We wanted to have a song with a really obtuse break in the middle. We just picked a random number, turned out to be 23. And there was an early version of the song with 23 snare hits just snare, nothing else, then we would come back in at the end. When we
changed it, we kept the title, partially as a reference to our other song, ‘Two Beats Off.’”

21. The version recorded at Albini’s resembles this remark. There isn’t much of a jam, just 23 snare hits with a bit of feedback here and there a scream in the middle then the band comes back in.

This was scrapped only in that the end was made much longer, by more than four minutes, with more than 170 hits from Brendan and elegant fills here and there.

22. One final note. When Fugazi started in late 1987, AIDS was a terrifying death sentence. In 1993, the year *In on the Kill Taker* appeared, more than 41,000 Americans died from the disease that year. When they played their final show in 2002, that number had dropped to slightly over 16,000, thanks to anti-retroviral drugs. Today, many Americans living with HIV can expect to live an average lifespan. The drugs remain extremely expensive. According to the World Health Organization, more than seventy million people have been infected with HIV since the beginning of the epidemic; about thirty-five million people have died from HIV-related illnesses. Globally, 36.7 million were living with HIV at the end of 2015, a disproportionate percentage of them in Sub-Saharan Africa, which accounts for nearly 70 percent of all people living with HIV worldwide.

23. As of 2018, Magic Johnson is alive.
“Sweet and Low”
3:36

An instrumental

Ian MacKaye: “That’s Joe’s bass riff, yeah.”

Joe Lally: “I was looking at the tracklist (on Kill Taker) going, ‘Did I initiate any of those fuckin’ songs? Probably no.’ At the time, I was probably like, ‘Maybe I can sneak this in.’”

Guy Picciotto: “Too bad we didn’t shit all over it with fucking loud guitars.” [laughter]

Brendan Canty: “Yes, too bad we didn’t ruin your song. [laughter] That was nice of us.”

Joe Lally: “It doesn’t always work that way, that I was able to do the verse and the chorus, and everyone went with it.”

Guy Picciotto: “Thank God that song is on the fuckin’ record, that’s all I have to say.”
Joe Lally: “Did you appreciate that on the drive down (from Picciotto’s home to Brooklyn to D.C.)?”

Guy Picciotto: “Fuck yes, I did.”

Joe Lally: “You’re like, ‘Oh my God, my ears get to rest.’”

There aren’t a lot of Fugazi songs a DJ could bust out at a wedding without a whole lot of people in suits and dresses getting awfully confused. But “Sweet and Low” is one of them. “Sweet and Low” is probably the only one.

“Sweet and Low” comes in the album’s dead center, kicking off Side Two on the LP, the calm after the feedback storm that is “23 Beats Off.”

A flickering chord, on-off-on-off, it would be almost ska-like were it at twice the tempo and syncopated. Bum-bum-bum-bum. Then Brendan and Joe calmly snake in, an almost luxuriant bassline—ba-doop-doop-doo-doo-doo-doo-doo—DOO—and Brendan’s near-swing over the snare and toms.

It’s poised somewhere between romantic and melancholic, guitar melodies on the chorus poking at each other, feeling each other out, before the song fades over a repeat of the opening chordings.

It’s subdued and subtle and as beautiful as they ever got, the sound of guys perhaps unsure of quite how to express themselves verbally over something so pretty. Considering that this is the record wherein critics seemed to think Fugazi were suddenly way into movies (see also “Cassavetes” and “Walken’s Syndrome”), “Sweet and Low” is one of their most cinematic pieces.
Ted Niceley: “That has a sort of Stax instrumental vibe, very R&Bish to me. It has that beautiful, beautiful guitar chord thing.”

Instrumentals such as “Sweet and Low” are a crucial part of the Fugazi story. The first song Fugazi ever played in public was an instrumental called “Joe #1,” which eventually appeared on the B-side of the Three Songs EP.

September 7, 1987. Wilson Center. Fugazi was still a trio then, Canty was considered on loan from Happy Go Licky. Picciotto wasn’t even doing backup vocals. (He’s on the hand-drawn cartoon flyer, however, as the waiter serving pasta to the other three.) MacKaye is 25. Lally is 23. Canty is all of 21. Picciotto, somewhere is the crowd, is 22.

“Joe #1” starts a little tentatively, a little deliberately. It’s a piece built around a bass riff Joe wrote, hence the name. It’s a warm up tune, the sound of three friends figuring out if what they have been working on these many months is going to work in public. This isn’t Minor Threat’s hardcore or Embrace’s declarative rock or Rites of Spring’s sleeve-heart flail. (Even at their first show, the band was aware of that which it had to transcend or at least live up to. On the cartoony flyer, the three are eating spaghetti, Picciotto is the waiter. In the spaghetti is written “BEYOND EMO.” Don’t tell me these guys didn’t have a sense of humor.)

No, this sound is something new, something far closer to Lally’s fan-roots in doomy metal (both he and Ian were way into the Maryland post-Sabbath hard rocker the Obsessed). Perhaps it won’t always have words to go with it.

Indeed, it should be clear by now that the vast majority of Fugazi songs start as instrumentals. The band wrote as an
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instrumental outfit, only adding lyrics after a song had been blacksmithed into shape. Drop the needle, as it were, on the Fugazi Live Archive and, likely as not, you will hit a show that has least one instrumental, be it a piece intended as such or a work-in-progress.

June 23, 1990, University of Michigan—they open with “Brendan #1,” essentially a complicated Canty rhythm and Lally groove that would resolve in a three-chord chorus so fist-pumping that Ian would be tempted to let out a Whitman-esque barbaric yawp before crashing into it.

July 7, 2001, at the Bill Copeland Arena in lovely Burnaby, British Columbia, a suburb of Vancouver. There’s the little-known “Number 5,” which ended up as the B-side to the band’s “Furniture” EP along with “Arpeggiator,” the closest thing to a flying-fingers guitar workout as they ever got.

April 4, 1994, Charlottesville, VA. “Joe #1” opens a stellar performance, one featuring the band’s brand new and ungodly loud PA. Nobody who saw or heard that show ever forgot it, possibly because they were completely deaf afterwards.

September 29, 1996, Rally to End the Drug war, gorgeous fall day in Malcolm X Park in D.C. A wordless version of “Guilford Fall,” opens the show. This is only the second time it had been played in public, its multipart complexity a sign that the band was perhaps moving in a more nuanced direction.

While Picciotto eventually wrote lyrics for “Guilford Fall” and it ended up on the underrated 1998 album End Hits, an instrumental demo of the track is deemed badass enough to soundtrack a jaw-dropping sequence in the movie Instrument, in which it is laid over dazzlingly kinetic Super
8 footage from a 1990 D.C. show, a gig that took place years before the song was composed. It’s a striking juxtaposition. The footage is cut beautifully to the music, but the overall effect is jarring, which is by design.

It’s worth noting that Fugazi’s instrumental tracks also served as important emotional cues, especially when they were used to open shows. To open with “Brendan #1” seemed to indicate everyone on stage was in a good mood, that fan favorites were likely to be heard, that Guy might hurl himself around the stage. To open with “Joe #1” on the other hand meant a slower burn, easing the crowd into the show. To open with a new instrumental meant the band would be actively trying out new music that show, seeing how it landed.

“Sweet and Low” was almost designed to calm everyone down. Originally slated to his vocal debut, Lally, like the rest of the band, is happy with the way the song ended up.

**Joe Lally:** “Most of the time, when we wrote and arranged together, any words were just squeezed into the space that was left. That always amazed me, that we would take a song so far before anyone started singing.”

**Ian MacKaye:** “It became one of our favorite things to play live. And it’s a really good closer. You play a set of loud stuff and to end it with this lullaby was like giving a little bow.”
As the gentle “Sweet and Low” fades, listeners have about one second of respite before Canty’s drums, a rolls of cymbals and snare and toms, crack to life, six seconds of fill that flips like a gymnast hurling herself across the floor—your attention is required here NOW.

Just as our eyes are popping back to life, Guy’s voice: “SHUT UP! THIS IS MY LAST PICTURE! SHOT IN REAL REAL REALISM” and the whine of guitars “AAAaawwww...”

At the time, it seemed a genuinely new and striking territory for Fugazi to have a song about a filmmaker, an odd stretch for a band whose last album engaged with such light and fluffy topics as control over one’s body (“Reclamation”), rejecting an upper-class lifestyle for a bohemian life (“Runaway Return”), and stealthy militarism (“KYEO”).

Instead, not only would maverick filmmaker John Cassavetes turn out to be a perfect topic for Fugazi, “Cassavetes” is one of the album’s signature songs.
A blend of an electric riff MacKaye wrote, lyrics from an acoustic, countryish Picciotto demo called “Young Cassavetes,” and drums and bass that carve out more space than a to-that-point typical Fugazi song, “Cassavetes,” like “Rend It” and “23 Beats Off,” felt like a leap forward, a moment when the band’s increasing command of space and silence and drama in a song were starting to become part and parcel of the songs themselves rather than just improvisational elements deployed live.

Ted Niceley: (all but shouting into the phone) “That thing is FUCKING AWESOME. That was the first song I heard on the Albini session take and I absolutely flipped. I could also immediately see why Guy wanted Albini to do this record. That song has a lot of the sort of Jesus Lizard craziness and set the tone for me for the group of songs that made the album.”

Brendan Canty: “Ted was really on top of that song, he basically wrote that drum intro on there. Because I had done it as just a riff and he was like, ‘Oh no, you’ve got to have . . .’—and he walked me through it. I was like, ‘OK!’ And that was great.”

Ted Niceley: “I wanted Guy’s vocal to sound very loose, almost unhinged, a tour de force of Guy’s psychotic side.”

Even on the Albini demos “Cassavetes” is a ripper. Although a bit slow in spots (per Canty’s comment, the drum opening doesn’t have the confidence of the ultimate album version) the guitars seem to shear into each other while Picciotto lays
its out, frantically. And you don’t blame him—he is revved up by art and needs to get it out.

Because there isn’t really all that much in cinema that quite prepares you for one’s first John Cassavetes film. The emotional intensity, the pacing, the exhaustion you feel when it’s over. Picciotto starts with that—“Sitting tight so quiet, quiet/ In the dark till the lights came up/ Heart beating like a riot, riot”

Here’s an extremely short version of the Cassavetes story:

Born in New York in 1929. John Cassavetes is considered by many film scholars to be the godfather of American independent cinema, a filmic lodestar by which one could judge, for good or ill, one’s own integrity.

An accomplished, Methody actor, Cassavetes started in 1950s TV, eventually financing his first film, Shadows (1958 with parts reshot and recut in 1959). The story of three African-American siblings, Shadows is a landmark picture. Fully scripted and shot in a cinéma vérité style, much of it felt fully improvised, a method Cassavetes would use on all of his movies. While Jonas Mekas considered the 1958 version to be one of the greatest things since the invention of celluloid, many viewers disliked it; Cassavetes himself reshot parts and recut it.

After directing a few Hollywood movies, Cassavetes’ singular vision came into its own on films such as Faces, Husbands, and the staggeringly intense A Woman Under the Influence, which landed Cassavetes’ wife Gena Rowlands, an outstanding actress in her own right, her first Best Actress nomination.
Guy Picciotto: “I think I saw Husbands at the AFI and it really blew me away. It was really honest about things that are really both incredible repellant but also really positive about male friendship. It was so brutal and so honest. I remember leaving that film with a mixture of total shame and incredible excitement. I immediately wanted to see more. His movies really put you through the wringer. And the more I read about him, the more I learned about his whole modus operandi, the more inspiring it became.”

In Husbands, Cassavetes, along with his frequent collaborators Ben Gazzara, and Peter Falk star as three men going through some of the gnarliest midlife crises you are likely to see on film. They whine, they fight, they bond, then head to London to try to cheat on their wives, it goes poorly. It is long, brilliant, boring, sincere, thoughtful, and insufferable, sometimes all at once.

In 1999, the band Le Tigre, which featured former Bikini Kill frontwoman Kathleen Hanna, released the song “What’s Yr Take on Cassavetes?” with such lyrics as “Misogynist? Genius? Misogynist? Genius?” and “Alcoholic? Messiah? Alcoholic? Messiah?” shouted playfully. It is easy to imagine it also being written after a viewing of Husbands.

Even at the time critics were torn on the thing. Chicago Tribune critic Gene Siskel thought it was brilliant, Roger Ebert, Pauline Kael, and British critical icon David Thomson truly hated it.

As Cassavetes disciple Martin Scorsese once put it, “With John Cassavetes’ characters, the emotion was always upfront. It was at once their cross and their salvation. John’s approach
was warm, embracing, focused on people. Relationships were all he was interested in—the laughter and the games, the tears and the guilt.”

Or as Guy puts it, “Hollywood, are you waiting on a sign?/ Someone to come on, bust a genre.”

(Small bit of trivia: Rowlands lost to Ellen Burstyn, who was indeed brilliant in Scorsese’s 1974 Alice Doesn’t Live Here Anymore. Rowlands was eventually given an honorary Oscar in 2015 and rarely has an award screamed louder, “We had issues with your husband but you remain amazing.”)

But Cassavetes also inspires as businessman as well as an artist. Using his acting income from parts in Hollywood movies to finance his own dazzling films—his performance as the struggling actor in Rosemary’s Baby who sells his wife out to Satan remains one of the all-time great Hollywood portraits of the artist as total asshole—Cassavetes even started his own distribution company, Faces International, to distribute his pictures (“Complete control, (all) for Cassavetes/ If it’s not for sale you can’t buy it, buy it”).

Which makes him the perfect Fugazi topic—devotion to an art on his terms, independence from the larger machinery, unwillingness to compromise his particular set of ethics. It’s amazing they didn’t get to it earlier.

Considering that there’s one song on Kill Taker about a maverick filmmaker and another “Walken’s Syndrome,” the name of which is a reference to Annie Hall, plenty of fans got the impression that the band was getting deeper into movies.

Nah, just an odd coincidence, as it turns out. (More on this in the “Walken’s Syndrome” chapter.) Picciotto didn’t
come from a cinephile family, not really, but he was a pretty devout movie watcher from teenhood.

**Guy Picciotto:** “My first job, post-paper route, was as a movie usher in a suit and bowtie. First at the KB Cinema which showed all the big stuff like *War Games* and *Flashdance* and later a repertory house called The Georgetown Theater which, during my era, actually only ever showed one movie, Bob Guccione’s *Caligula* flick. They owned the print and showed it straight for over 10 years. That job was passed down to me from Henry Rollins and Ian MacKaye who established the punk rocker beachhead at that job.”

D.C. was actually a decent movie town in the 1980s and Picciotto took full advantage of it, from stuff at the American Film Institute at the Kennedy Center, to which his family belonged, to kung fu flicks in Chinatown to the immortal Circle Theater, a rep house famous for its $2 double features. It was the sort of place that would pair *The Thief of Bagdad* with Japanese director Juzo Itami’s *Tampopo*, the film from which Guy gets the line “**This is the my last picture.**” This is Picciotto as lyrical magpie, processing experiences in song, pulling from here and there. But it’s Cassavetes who gets top billing

**Guy Picciotto:** “People always talk about the sacrifices involved in doing things the way he did them and by extension the way we did them while ignoring the opportunities and the creative license and freedoms that are gained. To my mind the sacrifices seem negligible when you see the pay-off in his work.”
Interlude
Punk versus the Pop Charts

To be a fan of punk and independent rock music in 1993 was to walk into a decent record store in any college town in the nation, throw a bottle of Zima, and hit a stunning record.

It seemed liked everyone, everywhere was smashing home runs. All of the following were from 1993:

Over in Olympia, a city that seemed to trade 20-somethings with D.C. by the week, K Records released *International Hip Swing*, which put a mess of its sweater-pop singles in one place.

Then you have Kill Rock Stars, also in Olympia, sort of a younger sibling label to both K and Dischord. 1993 was the year of Bikini Kill’s raging *New Radio* three-song EP, perhaps their finest hour, Unwound’s *Fake Train* LP and its dynamic post-hardcore trio-motions, and the *Stars Kill Rock* comp, as solid an overview of American punk as you were going to find (DC punks Slant 6! Queercore icons Tribe 8 and Pansy Division! And hey, there’s Guy Picciotto, his former bandmate Mike Fellows, and Cupid Car Club’s Kim Thompson in a goofy project band called Getaway Car!)

In Europe, anarchist, often improvisational punk progressives the Ex (who played with Fugazi now and then)
joined cellist Tom Cora for their second collaboration *And the Weathermen Shrug their Shoulders* (Ex-guitarist Andy Moor also played in the similarly jagged Dog Faced Hermans, who were also to reach a frantic peak on *Hum of Life*).

Shellac, Steve Albini’s first band since Rapeman, released two perfect singles of minimalist post-punk, the furious noise of earlier work replaced with deft uses of silence and space.

Want some hardcore? 1993 was the year of Born Against’s ironically titled political howl *Battle Hymns of the Race War* as well as the *Heroin 12.* Then, you have Antioch Arrow’s *In Love With Jetts* which was taking the house that Rites of Spring built and hitting it with a tornado. The *hose.got.cable* EP and the compilation *God’s Chosen People* were making similar moves, thickening hardcore’s sound and slowing its forcebeat—everyone still pretty much screaming.

On the garage end of things, Supercharger’s *Goes Way Out* and the New Bomb Turks’ *Destroy-Oh-Boy* remain perfect trash rock.

How about big sheets of guitar? Yo La Tengo’s career-amplifying *Painful* and Bailterspace’s volcanic *Robot World* both arrived this year. Want complicated guitar? Polvo’s *Today’s Active Lifestyles* and Don Caballero’s *For Respect* were ideal for guitar nerds who needed complicated time signatures and hand-breaking riffs.

Work at a college radio station? The Silver Jews’ *The Arizona Record*, aka Pavement for people who needed a Pavement to be more Pavementy, was this year, as was the Palace Brothers debut full-length *There is No-One What Will Take Care of You*, which featured former members of Slint turning their electric high wire act to acoustic chordings,
backing up Will Oldham, who would become an indie rock icon in his own right. Queer neo-No wavers God is My Co-Pilot put out no fewer than four albums that year. Royal Trux’s harmolodic *Cats and Dogs*, the John Spencer Blues Explosion’s rhythm ‘n’ punk epic *Extra Width* and Boss Hog’s *Girl+*, all of which contained D.C. expats who used to be in Pussy Galore, also all defenestrated blues rock in different ways.

This list is not close to definitive, but every one of these records not only defined a time and a place, but remain compelling listens more than twenty years on.

These were Fugazi’s aesthetic peers. Many were their friends.

And then there are the two albums Albini recorded after each band signed to a major label, PJ Harvey’s *Rid of Me* (Island) and Nirvana’s anxiously awaited *In Utero* (DGC), two of the all-time great power trio records and defining albums of the era.

There’s one reason that these final two albums ended up on major labels: Sonic Youth.

On June 26, 1990, Sonic Youth released *Goo* on DGC Records, a division of Geffen. A few months earlier, in March, Sonic Youth played with Fugazi in front of about 1,700 folks at the Citadel Center in D.C., debuting a lot of the *Goo* material in a live setting.

Unfortunately, there is no recording of Fugazi’s set in the Live Archive. I am sure some people thought Sonic Youth were better than Fugazi that night, but I have never met any of them. *Repeater*, released in spring 1990, was well on its way to selling in the low six figures.
Steve Albini, for his part, never really forgave Sonic Youth, once the symbolic deans of the American underground, for heading off to DGC. “Sonic Youth chose to abandon a perfectly valid, well-oiled music scene . . . in order to become a modestly successful mainstream band—as opposed to being a quite successful independent band that could have used their resources and influence to extend that end of the culture,” Albini told GQ in 2010. “They chose to join the mainstream culture and become a foot soldier for that culture’s encroachment into my neck of the woods by acting as scouts. I thought it was crass and I thought it reflected poorly on them. I think they should be embarrassed about it.”

Later in 1990, with Sonic Youth advising both parties, Geffen Records executive Gary Gersh signed Nirvana to Geffen sublabel DGC. Nirvana’s *Nevermind* appeared in stores September 24, 1991. Fugazi’s *Steady Diet of Nothing* appeared in stores just a few weeks earlier.

**Ian MacKaye:** “The rule of thumb back then, the idea was anything you could sell on your own, you would automatically sell at least twice that on a major. And they started to go after bands selling 10–20,000 copies in the hopes of selling 50,000. We were already selling 250,000 copies of our stuff, so they were definitely super interested.”

MacKaye has letters of interest from various major labels as early as 1989 but there was never anything to discuss and he wasn’t wild about the labels’ dicey tactics.
Ian MacKaye: “A&R people would show up at our gigs and want to have a chat and I would sometimes say hello. I remember doing that once and the next day I get a call from a friend of mine, asking ‘Are you in negotiations with such and such?’ That’s pretty fucked up.”

That being said, MacKaye says he has a hard time judging bands that chose to sign with majors.

Ian MacKaye: “Some larger indies were treating bands very fucking poorly and not paying people and I think for a lot of bands it was like, ‘Do you want to be treated like an asshole and tour in a van or treated like an asshole and tour in a bus?’ Fugazi had a label and that label was partners with Southern and we created an operation that was functional. After Sonic Youth was done working the indie labels they worked with, it’s not as if they can start their own label and start all over. They had to make a decision.”

Of course, two bands did leave Dischord, a label known for distributing royalties like clockwork, for majors: Jawbox signed to Atlantic in 1993, releasing their debut For Your Own Special Sweetheart the next year. Shudder to Think’s Epic debut, Pony Express Record, also arrived in 1994. Both records were produced by Ted Niceley.

Ian MacKaye: “When Jawbox signed, I wasn’t into it but if that’s what they felt was best for their band, that was what they felt was best. We weren’t mad at anybody.”
Yet musicians leaving for the majors, however, became an issue for Dischord in the fall of 1993 (with Jawbox in particular).

But in the summer of that year, the folks at Dischord Direct, the distribution arm of Dischord Records, had what they call one of those good problems: Fugazi was incredibly popular.

Direct, which got the Dischord catalog both to stores and larger independent distributors, was housed on the fifth floor of 1101 N. Highland St. in North Arlington, a rickety building which has long since been replaced with mixed use who-cares.

Ryan Nelson (and his still incredible head of hair) worked at Direct from 1993 to 1997. As of 2017, he’s a public school English teacher and the father of twin boys. Back then, he was a devout Dischord fan and played with Ian’s sister Amanda MacKaye (who managed Direct) in the band Jury-Rig.

**Ryan Nelson:** “We were a staff of about four, packing records for distribution and calling mom and pop stores about the records. *Kill Taker* was the first huge release I worked on. Ian was touring so much with Fugazi that didn’t immediately get to know him.”

Nelson recalled that the label rented an empty office space on the building’s first floor, essentially to handle both Fugazi-related material and because the elevator broke so frequently that they could no longer trust it with that kind weight.

**Ryan Nelson:** “That first floor office space was just filled with *Kill Taker*. It was a massive endeavor and a crazy pain in the ass but everyone knew the record was going to be this event.”
Cynthia Connolly: “I just remember a huge stack of boxes of records from Southern. And it was totally exciting but it was also hot and sweaty and gross as these pallets of records would come it and you’d repack them to serve all these orders and just throw them out into the world again.”

But Fugazi was also getting flack from the punk-purist side of the fence—*Kill Taker* was the first Dischord album to use an UPC code.

Ian MacKaye: “There was a lot of pressure from distributors to add a UPC code on the album art, which was not something we wanted to do. Various distributors were generating their own for our records and that made inventory control difficult.”

After discussing it with the band, the label, and Southern, the band decided to generate their own stickers and place them on the shrinkwrap rather than have them printed on the art itself, an expensive and time consuming solution.

Ian MacKaye: “We got beef from extremists about it, that it was not punk or something. We really didn’t want the things printed on the art and making them stickers seemed to us like a pretty creative response to what was essentially an inventory control thing issue but not everyone saw it that way.”

It also meant that it was easier for Nielsen SoundScan, the system Billboard has used to keep track of music sales since 1991, to log what was being sold and when. Prior to that
time, Billboard relied on reports from various retailers who used to compile charts, a system that notoriously led to the under-reporting of genres such as hip-hop and country.

By the time Direct got the first round of physical copies, preorders had hit about 175,000 copies. In 2016, that would make it a number one album. In 1993, it was enough to hit no. 154.

Cynthia Connelly: “All of the sudden, Kill Taker makes it on the chart. And it was exciting and real. Before SoundScan, that would never have happened. The charts would have stayed a scam.”

While the early 1990s are too often remembered as all grunge, all the time, the Billboard Top 200 for July 3, 1993, is filled with soundtracks, Boomer vets, and plenty of hip-hop and R&B.

Just to pick out a few random examples, the number one album in America the week of July 3, 1993, was Janet Jacksons’ Janet. Rock acts in the top 10 that week? Rod Stewart’s MTV Unplugged . . . and Seated album at no. 2, a boomer relic trying to connect to the kids if ever there was one. Stone Temple Pilots’ Core is at no. 3 and Spin Doctors’ Pocket Full of Kryptonite is at no. 8, neither of which we will discuss at this time.

The early 1990s were also all about the hit soundtrack. In at no. 9, we have the soundtrack to The Last Action Hero, the Arnold Schwarzenegger vehicle was an atomic bomb at the box office, but the soundtrack, full of arena rock such as Aerosmith, Def Leppard, and AC/DC (Token grunge? Alice in Chains. Token hip-hop? Cypress Hill.)
The rest of the top 10 was R&B and hip-hop. Dr. Dre’s game-changing *The Chronic* at no. 4, Luther Vandross’s *Never Let Me Go* at no. 6, Whitney Houston’s soundtrack to *The Bodyguard* at no. 7, and SWV’s *It’s About Time* at no. 10. (And Kenny G’s *Breathless* at no. 5 because he was just a thing that happened back then sometimes.)

A few other first-timers on the chart that week? Ozzy Osbourne’s *Live & Loud* at 22 and Neil Young’s *Unplugged* at no. 23 (speaking of Boomers whose earlier work resonated with a certain strain of punks, especially those in Seattle). Natalie Cole’s *Take a Look* at no. 29. Former Replacements frontman Paul Westerberg’s *14 Songs* debuted at no. 44, the highest his work with or without the ’Mats would ever chart.

Which is to say this: With the exception of Miami bass phenom DJ Magic Mike’s *Bass: the Final Frontier*, every other record on the Billboard Top 200 was on a major label and had the manufacturing and distribution machinery of a major at its disposal.

Every one.

**Ian MacKaye:** “I disagree with the idea that we were in uncharted waters with *Kill Taker*. Our waters were never charted. Go back to the beginning, Minor Threat sold out preorders. We were making this up as we went and it was just always a matter of scale. Everything about Fugazi was always uncharted waters. The amount of touring, the number of albums sold. Things just kept growing.”
“Distrusted/ I look for wires when I’m talking to you”

Had Twitter been around in 1993, “Great Cop” would have been considered one of underground rock’s all-time great subtweets. It is the sort of song that a lot of people thought was about themselves.

A couple of passes through a three-note bassline, three hard chordings, a drum roll turn into the closest thing to hardcore the band had messed with since “Break-In,” and blammo, a total shotgun blast. This was an old school punk basher in the second person accusatory:

“Got a lot of questions for me/ You got a lot of questions for me/ Got your finger pointing at me / Distrusted/ I look for wires when I'm talking to you/ You’d make a great cop You’d make a great cop You’d make a great cop you PIG”

There are two passes through these lyrics—second verse quite literally same as the first. The statement has been made,
but it is worth making again. There’s even a sixteen-second guitar solo middle eight bit at 1:10 before the final chorus.

And that’s it. That’s the whole song. One minute and fifty-two seconds of rage. Done and done. It’s not quite hardcore’s polka-ish tempo but it moves mighty quick.

Placed on the album after the arty, skittering “Cassavetes,” “Great Cop” felt like Fugazi getting back to its thrashing, sweaty, shirtless roots. This was one for all the annoying lumpheads who would scream “Minor Threat!” at the band well into the Clinton administration.

But who was this mysterious you? It had to be someone significant. And institution perhaps. Who has Fugazi always distrusted?

Was it the media?

Fugazi always kept their distance from large, American mainstream media outlets, choosing instead to focus their energy on the underground.

Would they talk to daily newspapers? Yes, those came out every day and were focused on things a lot more important than a punk band from D.C. (MacKaye’s father Bill was a former religion editor at the Washington Post). Alternative weeklies? Sure. Magazines such as Option, which grew out of the groundbreaking West Coast fanzine OP? They’re on the cover of a 1991 issue.

But Rolling Stone and Spin? Nope.

And yet, in the issue dated September 1991, Spin magazine ran a piece on Fugazi. Writer Daniel Fidler checks out the band May 11 of that year at the 40 Watt, in Athens Georgia, sees an incredible show, but can’t really get an interview with the band.
“GREAT COP”

According to the piece, Fidler has been negotiating with MacKaye for months, and says it will be a band decision whether to submit to an interview. He just seems to have little interest in the magazine. “We got a copy of last month’s Spin and read it through very carefully,” MacKaye says. “There was good stuff in there. But to open it up and see cigarette flap ads falling out and all the liquor ads is disgusting.”

In a twenty-first-century environment where artists routinely license songs to ads and, in a world where first week sales of less than 100,000 can constitute a number one album on the Billboard chart, the distinction between major label and indie seems, on the retail level at least, technical at best. It might—considering that the internet has clobbered the market for print magazines of any sort—seems quaint that Fugazi would get up in arms over a music magazine with booze and cigs ads.

The Spin piece goes on like this for some time. Fidler tries to chat with Picciotto; he isn’t having it. He tries to chat with Lally: no dice. He meets the band at Columbia on April 11 (another good show; the band seems particularly cheery and even play “Polish,” perhaps the least loved tune in the Fugazi catalog). MacKaye, uninterested in granting the interview to Spin suggests, quite sincerely, Fidler write the piece without them.

Which is more or less what happens. It is, as they say in the journalism biz, a total write-around. Fugazi gets into Spin seemingly against their will.

For his part, in “Dance of Days,” Mark Andersen claims that “Great Cop,” “evoked a post-Rodney King America and
Fugazi’s experience with a deceitful Spin writer, but it also scorched the self-appointed punk scene police.”

Apparently not.

The story of “Great Cop” is not a story about the band’s relationship with media, or Fidler specifically, but a much simpler tale. It’s a story every writer and artist knows: Never throw anything away.

It’s February 2016. I am sitting in Ian MacKaye’s office at Dischord House, a cramped room in a house in suburban Northern Virginia out of which MacKaye has run the company since 1981 (though he no longer lives there).

Dischord House is a throwback to an Arlington, Virginia, that doesn’t really exist anymore. The days of punk-oriented group houses like the Positive Force house (which housed the part of activist community that put out hundreds of punk benefit shows over the years), the Teen Beat house (out of which Unrest frontman Mark Robinson ran in the storied indie label), the Simple Machines house (where Jenny Toomey and Kristin Thomson ran pop-loser fellow travelers Simple Machines Records) and Kansas House (home of many a magnificent late ’90s punk show) are over.

Most of those places, in and around the North Arlington Metro stations of Ballston, Court House and Clarendon, have been razed in favor of mixed use condos. Arlington is no longer the creative hub it once was. As former Dischord employee Ryan Nelson said in a still-to-be-completed

---

1Andersen, p. 350.
documentary on the area: “All Arlington makes now is shadows.”

So to step into Dischord is to step back in time. Except instead of finding a tape in his archives, as one would in the proverbial good old days, McKaye hits a few buttons on his computer and says, “Listen to this.”

The extremely rough recording is that of Skewbald, a very short-lived hardcore act that existed between the time Minor Threat first broke up in September 1981 and when they got back together in the spring of 1982. Skewbald was MacKaye, Threat drummer Jeff Nelson, guitarist Eddie Janney (of the Faith and eventually Rites of Spring with Guy) and John Falls on bass. The band could never decide whether to call themselves Grand Union, after a chain of D.C. grocery stores, or Skewbald. They recorded a demo, which went unreleased until 1991, when it was released as Dischord #50. Eventually, Falls bounced and Ian played bass.

And the riff we are listening to is “Great Cop.” It’s a ragged as hell cassette recording that dates from late 1981/early 1982, the very peak of American hardcore, and it’s in a very slightly different key, but that is definitely “Great Cop.”

MacKaye hits a few more keys. This is a rehearsal tape, also rough and blown out, by Embrace, MacKaye’s outfit with the remains of the Faith, the band his brother Alec fronted. There’s the “Great Cop” riff again. They weren’t into it, so it never became a song.

More typing. This is a clearer recording, not much clearer but just enough. Really anthemic guitars in this one, the sort D.C. punk nerds might recognize as a classic Geoff Turner riff. And indeed, this is a rehearsal tape of the incredibly
short-lived, full band version of Egg Hunt with MacKaye, Nelson and former Gray Matters guitarists Geoff Turner and Steve Niles. They existed for a few months in 1986 after MacKaye and Nelson had recorded two songs “Me And You”/“We All Fall Down” at John Loder’s studio in England.

And there’s the riff for “Great Cop” again.

Never throw anything away.

Finally, more than a decade after MacKaye wrote the thing, it debuted as an instrumental at the same December 8, 1991, gig where the very primitive “Rend It” showed up, eventually getting finalized lyrics sometime in the spring of 1992.

And those lyrics? If they’re not about the Spin profile, what are they about?

Ian MacKaye: “They’re about a restaurant.”

Wait, what?

Ian MacKaye: “It’s about talking to someone innocently and then having what you told them repeated back to you. I made some comment to a friend about a restaurant and not liking it all that much and then someone else yelled at me about it. Which meant, to me, that I could no longer speak to that person. If you can’t trust someone, you can’t speak freely to them. And if you can’t trust them, if they are trying to trip you up, they would probably make a great cop.”

On May 11, 1998, Fugazi played the Floodzone, a club in Richmond, Vir. It was a contentious show.
Ian MacKaye: “The bouncers were horrible. The crowd wasn’t being that crazy, and this is me saying this, but the bouncers were awful. We had done ‘Great Cop’ early in the set. At one point, I see a bouncer putting a kid in a chokehold. I just left the stage and went after him running.”

With the rest of the band still on stage, MacKaye had a confrontation with the bouncers, the stage manager, and a cop who happened to be there.

Ian MacKaye: “It almost got physical. I told them, ‘Look, you guys stay off our dance floor.’ It didn’t work. They came back in and start messing with the crowd again.”

You can hear what happened next on the tape: “This is an unusual opportunity,” MacKaye says, sounding so pissed he’s almost flustered “this is a quite unusual thing to do but I really think it’s appropriate given the fuckin’ situation. YOU’D MAKE A GREAT COP YOU FUCKING PIG.”

And they crash into “Great Cop,” as fast as it’s ever been played.

Ian MacKaye: “Pandamonium. Crowd goes nuts.”

Backstage, MacKaye found himself surrounded by the manager and the cops and security guys.

Ian MacKaye: “They wanted to beat my fucking ass because I called them out. They tell me to get the fuck out of the building, so I have to sit in the van while the band loads out.”
We finally all assemble outside. I look at the guys and I say, ‘Hold on.’ I walk back into the venue. The band was like, ‘They are going to kill you.’ But I go up to the bar. I got the whole ‘you got a lot of nerve coming back up here’ but it was fine. It was just the perfect song.”

MacKaye pauses. “There are times when I have dedicated that song to myself. Because we, as human beings, do thing that are cop-like,” he says.

But not that night.
“Walken’s Syndrome”
3:18

“Made your own road again”

**Guy Picciotto:** “Man, I really regret that title”

First things first: you are not hearing things. Yes, the transitory distortion in the first twenty-six seconds of “Walken’s Syndrome,” the arcs and flurries of noise that recall Lou Reed’s *Metal Machine Music* or the sort of abstraction that sounds like amelodic, arhythmic, nonharmonic noise artists such as Merzbow or Massonna, does sound like monkeys. Indeed, to look at Fugazi’s internal tracklisting for *Kill Taker* is to notice that the piece was, in fact, called “Chimps.”

Again, there was a lot of humor in this band but most of the jokes were held close to the chest. “Chimps,” or as it was known on the consumer end, the intro to “Walken’s Syndrome,” is also an example of a “link track”—a short piece of music, usually well under a minute, that would connect longer, more formal songs. Fugazi loved futzing around with them.
Ian MacKaye: “During practices, we would write a lot of weird little instrumentals; sometime a piece of music that we liked stayed small, sometimes it got larger. ‘Long Division’ started as a link track. Just little instrumental figures to work out ideas during jams. We recorded a lot of them, we just didn’t release them all that often.”

For those so inclined, Instrument Soundtrack, released in 1999, is the best look into what unpolished Fugazi songs sound like. Most of the record is the sound of songs coming together yard by yard, assembled, jammed on, pulled apart, and futzed with. It’s fun to hear Picciotto’s clarinet sub in for his trebly guitar on “Lusty Scripps,” “I’m So Tired” is a genuine piano ballad, and the demo for “Guildford Fall” (from the album “End Hits”) will remind old fans that this song started out as (and was perfectly good as) a muscular instrumental.

Only one of the tracks on Instrument is an actual studio outtake from proper album sessions—a 1:26 bit called (no kidding) “Link Track” that dates from the Repeater sessions. It is an excellent example of a riff that simply never scaled up or found a home in a finished song.

Ian MacKaye: “Instrument is sort of my favorite record, because those were recorded for us. So none of it was for public consumption. So when you listen back, it’s just us practicing, us playing together, and it just sounds relaxed.”

Ultimately, the band decided to simply attach “Chimps” to “Walken’s Syndrome,” a noisy little non sequitur to start the album’s second-to-last song, which is itself a bit of red herring;
the “Chimps” intro is spliced directly onto Picciotto’s, then Picciotto’s and MacKaye’s guitars.

Fugazi do careening really well—chords with a seasick feeling, chords like a body bouncing off the wall. It’s an image that has to do with Guy’s kinetic presence on the stage, bending his body and hurling himself around.

Based on a verse riff that Canty brought in and a chorus riff that started with Picciotto, “Walken’s Syndrome” is one of those careening songs. It is also, unfortunately, very much a middle of side two kind of song—perfectly solid, in no way out of place and not quite as memorable as stuff that surrounds it.

The lyrics are very obviously about a car accident (“Fragile stem/Asleep at the stoplight again/ Red dressed in red drenched in red spreading red ever red/ Fragile stem/ Veering for control again/ Change lanes explain how strain defers the impact of speed”).

The title leads you to think that it’s a play on Christopher Walken’s character in the Woody Allen film “Annie Hall,” Annie’s incredibly weird brother Duane, who tells Alvy Singer (Allen) about his instinct to drive into on-coming headlights, his interest in experiencing the shattering glass and the gasoline flames.

Nope. Perceptions and misperceptions.

Guy Picciotto: “The song’s about both a traumatic car accident I was in when I was a kid and about falling asleep at a stoplight, which is something I did once. I wanted to write about a specific thing and ‘Walken’s Syndrome’ seemed like a cool title at the time. But man, I really regret that title. Both
because Woody Allen is a pig and the fact that you pair it with ‘Cassavetes,’ and suddenly we got a whole lot of reviews saying, ‘What is up with this movie thing?’”

Which brings up a reality that one must deal with when talking to Guy Picciotto about his work: the man can talk about music all day, but he would rather be defenestrated than discuss his lyrics.

**Guy Picciotto:** “I’ve tried to get a better attitude about it, but I just hate it. I think a lot of why I hate talking about lyrics so much has to do with the process of doing it. Things have enormous resonance to me and when I write lyrics, I’m depleting my own store of connections. When I talk about them, I’m not seeding anyone else’s in a way that’s positive so it seems like a lose/lose for everybody. Doing a postmortem on them makes me feel indecent.”
Two Finales

The final two songs on *Kill Taker* are not of a piece, not really. But the more one listens to them, the closer they seem. Both are slower songs, both trade in a slow-burn drama, and both are excellent illustrations of where the band was in 1993—emotionally expansive, willing to play with tempo and pace.

Lyrically, both writers seem at their most “them”—“Instrument” sound both accusatory and introspective, two modes at which MacKaye was at the top of his game; “Slow Dance” is as enigmatic and poetic and obscure as Guy got, full of hidden meanings known only to himself (and maybe not even him).

“Instrument” is a dead serious bulldozer, a wall of rage unlike anything else on the album. “Returning the Screw” is certainly pissed off but that feels like a personal beef, a guy annoyed at being treated like an idea rather than a person. “23 Beats Off” has some of the sorrow one finds in “Instrument,” but that song hard to play live, which gives it a different quality over the lifetime of the band.

No, “Instrument” is a righteous scream, fire cut with sadness, aimed at white privilege, and meant to be played at people as much as to them.
“Last Chance for a Slow Dance” is also a slower piece but, like “Rend It,” it is full of space and gesture, almost operatic in its musical melodrama, its lyrics haunting and gorgeous but impenetrable on their face. Either track would have made for a stellar album ender, so we consider them together.

“Instrument”
3:43

“Could it be/ that loss could weigh?”

Ian MacKaye: “There’s a line from a Mississippi Fred McDowell album, ‘Some people don’t ever feel nothing until they lose somebody in their family.’ ‘Instrument’ is about trying to feel things before that happens.”

“That one is predetermined/ That one, it finds another/
This one comes in one window/ Sliding out the other side”

Ted Niceley: “‘Instrument’ is a tour de force. That thing is an Ian masterpiece in every way.”

In 1990, the year Repeater and its title track appeared in stores, there were 472 murders in the District of Columbia. In 1992, the year Fugazi started to play “Instrument” which is essentially the sequel to “Repeater,” there were 443. In 1993, there were 454.

Indeed, between 1988 and 1996, there was an average of more than one murder a day in D.C. Most of the victims
were young African-American men; most of the violence associated, as it was in many cities but especially on the East Coast, with the mid-1980s introduction of crack cocaine. “The murder capital of the United States.” “Dodge City.” These were the nicknames D.C. was stuck with.

The raging “Repeater,” one of Fugazi’s signature songs, is about that situation, about the hideous drug war—both the carnage within and the portrayal of it in the media. Ian corroborates that “Instrument,” another of the band’s signature songs, is essentially part two of the same story from a slightly different perspective.

Not to put too fine a point on it, but “Instrument” is, essentially, about what happens when middle-class kids, probably white, get shot at.

“We need an instrument to take a measurement/ To find out if loss could weigh”

As MacKaye was fond of saying years later when introducing “Cashout,” a song about the explosive pricing out of the lower class and middle class in America’s cities, “ punks and artists are the shock troops of gentrification.” This would often get boos but it’s not like he’s wrong.

This was also true in the D.C. scene. There were punk houses in Shaw and Mt. Pleasant, two neighborhoods in Northwest Washington. Shaw, a historically black neighborhood in D.C., was ravaged by the 1968 riots. Neither areas seemed like, by middle-class suburban standards, the safest places to live. They probably weren’t the safest places to live by lower-middle-class urban standards either, and yet people had to do it every day.
One night, MacKaye, who then still living at Dischord House in Arlington, Vir., was having dinner with some friends in D.C.’s Chinatown when the talk turned to violence in the neighborhoods.

**Ian MacKaye:** “They would say things like ‘Aw, man, last night someone was popping off out in the street and it definitely sounded like a .44, not a .45.’ Now, it’s quite typical for young people to celebrate living in sketchy neighborhoods as if it gave them some kind of bona fides. But I just started thinking about the mixture of fear and delight in their voices.”

“We need to know value/ We need to place value/ In case it all comes true/ Could it be loss could weigh?”

**Jem Cohen:** “It’s a heavy thing, that’s ‘what loss could weigh’ line. And the older you get, that line becomes infinitely richer as that weight accrues over time.”

Around the same time, a group of MacKaye’s friends were driving on Interstate 66, the highway that goes west out of D.C. into Northern Virginia. Out of nowhere, another car pulled up beside them, sprayed them with machine gun fire and sped off.

Miraculously, nobody was hurt. The perpetrators were never caught.

**Ian MacKaye:** “The people in the car were rightfully traumatized. There were bullet holes in the seats. They were just driving. They didn’t know who it was.”
But the juxtaposition between the braggadocio of white 20-something punks living in largely African-American, lower- and lower-middle-class D.C. and the panic of those same sorts of folks getting shot at got MacKaye thinking about the people who were contending with this kind of violence day to day, and the kind of people who delight in living near it.

It got him thinking about the way violence is perpetuated not just by the people who participate in it directly, but the ways in which society builds itself around such violence—about the permission that’s give to violence by the people who think they are just bystanders.

“It’s always they that’s dying/ But now it’s we that’s dying/ So sooner comes the trying/ to understand that loss could weigh”

**Ian MacKaye:** “I’ve always bristled at those sort of weirdly entitled, imperious comments, talking about that sort of thing like it’s some movie and not ‘This is horrible and it’s unacceptable.’”

Bristled is certainly one word for it. “Instrument” is a swirling explosion—dude is clearly really pissed and he wasn’t above introducing the song with “chickens coming home to roost,” as he did at St. Stephens in D.C. March 6, 1992.

**Ian MacKaye:** “How do you measure loss? The loss of other people’s lives is tiny, loss of one own’s life is exaggerated.”

“We’ve been dragged through the fire/ We bragged about that fire/ But suddenly we’re tired”
Ian MacKaye: “‘Instrument’ was pretty much done (as in written by MacKaye). I brought the music as a bass riff and we started building guitar layers but that is the last song I can remember that I really came in like, ‘Here’s a song. Here’s a track.’

The Inner Ear demo of “Instrument” is as strong a recording as its sister demo that session, “Rend It,” complete with the outro chorus sung as a round, a second vocal line from MacKaye, and the “what loss could weigh” line countered with “we need an instrument.” Even MacKaye isn’t completely sure why that element was dropped and it’s a shame that it was. Not only would it have been an indication that the band was moving away from songs that had nothing but elements which could be reproduced live, but it would have provided a ready-made crowd sing-along, albeit one about the weight of death, a mourner’s Kaddish for a city and the attitudes therein.

“Could it be /that loss could weigh? Loss could weigh”

“Last Chance for a Slow Dance”

4:38

“Oh it’s a slow dance/inside your coffin/like at the bottom/of the sea”

Jem Cohen: “‘Last Chance for a Slow Dance’ is one of my very, very favorite Fugazi moments. Beautiful melody, wonderful lyrics. That’s a very special song.”

As the chaos and fury of “Instrument” draws to a close, the seemingly complicated guitar figure that starts “Slow Dance” begins and Canty’s drums pop alive, stately and almost regal.
Picciotto’s voice, in full punk croon mode: “Coughing/ inside your coffin/ like at the bottom/ of the sea// Inside you’re breathing/ too numb for asking /so I will leave it/ outside your door”

There’s nothing extreme here, nothing furious, nothing enraged, nothing unglued. This is that other aspect of Fugazi, the side that rehearses a song and hammers away and refines until what you hear is nothing but control and precision, not the precision of prog rock and weird time signatures, but the precision of knowing a song like your own heartbeat. This is another interpersonal relationship song save for one particular line.

**Guy Picciotto:** “People often compared us to the Ruts when we first started—particularly in the UK. It was sort of a lazy way of shorthand pegging us because of the Ruts involvement with dub on ‘Rhythm Collision’ which we loved. On ‘Slow Dance’ though I deliberately did take a line from a Ruts song—‘Some lights were shining’ was a direct intentional lift and straight reference to ‘It Was Cold’ by the Ruts. Totally different topic from that song, but it ended up being something that worked in a different way in ‘Slow Dance.’”

And like so many great things in the world, this one was related to Fleetwood Mac.

**Guy Picciotto:** “One of the very first things I learned on guitar was ‘Rhiannon’ by Fleetwood Mac when I was about 13. There is this weird two-finger chord shape in there that I recycled constantly, and that’s where the chords for ‘Slow Dance’ [came from]”
Like “Cassavetes,” the lyrics came from a completely separate piece, a simple demo with very full lyrics. And even some of those got left behind.

**Guy Picciotto:** “I would record very quietly in my room, late at night, I sound half asleep. I would listen back to them and I would pull lines. I was listening, recently, to the demo of what became slow dance and I sing ‘I’m at the bottom of the sea. The sky is two elements above me’ and I remember thinking, at the time, ‘Wow, that’s a beautiful line. I should put that in there.’ And I totally didn’t. No idea why.”

The track concludes on a quiet exchange of notes, organic and lovely, the flip side to the busy signal, morse code at the beginning of the record.

**Guy Picciotto:** “To me, the most beautiful part of that song is the ending section where it’s just moving between these notes and it’s like a string quartet, and that’s kind of an arrangement detail that was added as we worked on it. To work the way we did, you really have to submit to a kind of group ego. In the end it’s not just a product of just you, it’s a whole different thing.”
The mechanics of the major label machine became an issue as Fugazi toured throughout 1993, a year in which they played a jaw-dropping 132 shows in 365 days. It’s a number they would approach again in another calendar year, but never surpass. As was true for all of their tours, this one was booked by MacKaye and Dischord.

Again, turn to the Fugazi Live Archive (the highs, lows, and contours of which are worth their own book-length examination) for the full story of this extraordinary period. In it you can find the vast majority of these 1993 shows—revelations can be found all over the place for the casual and devout listener alike.

At this point, Fugazi could sell out a three figure room (less than 1,000 people) in a small market with ease. They played around the world, heading to both American coasts, the Midwest, and Canada. Having toured Europe the year before, they headed to Australia and Asia instead.

They could sell out the 2,000-person Ritchie Coliseum at the University of Maryland, do two nights at the 3,900-person Hollywood Palladium in Los Angeles, play in front of 5,000 at a free show at the Sylvan Theater commemorating the
thirtieth anniversary of the March on Washington, and, on two amazing nights (September 24 and 25) Fugazi played at the 3,500-person Roseland Ballroom in New York.

Jawbox and Mecca Normal opened the first show at the Roseland. As you can imagine, it was something of a controversial decision, internally, to have Jawbox, their old friends, on the bill in the first place.

**Ian MacKaye:** “Since we were drawing so well, agents were really trying to get their bands on our opening slots. We made a decision as a band that only indie bands would play with us. Our reasoning was that by signing you have availed yourself of the network that a major label can provide. If you are not, the only way to get in front of a lot of people was to open for us. Jawbox opened for us even though they had just signed with Atlantic, but that was the last time they would play with us. It wasn’t out of spite at all. We just wanted to support the scene that supported us.”

So Jawbox and Mecca Normal opened one show and Unrest and the Spinanes opened another. But this is still New York and this is still the Roseland. After their second astonishing night, after an appropriately bonkers “Glueman,” the band stumbled back to the dressing room.

**Ian MacKaye:** “It was just the four of us walking back, which was weird because there would usually be people around. We go into the dressing room and start changing and suddenly there’s this older gent with a woman who looked like she was in her 40s standing there and I have no clue whatsoever who these people are. So I said, ‘Hi, I’m Ian, can I help you?’”
The man was Ahmet Ertegun of Atlantic Records.

Jazz and R&B fanatic Ahmet Ertegun was the son of a Turkish diplomat and the man who cofounded Atlantic Records in 1947. Through artists such as Ray Charles and partnerships with labels such as Stax, he helped popularize soul and R&B, signed Led Zeppelin and Crosby, Still and Nash, distributed the Rolling Stones from 1973 to 1986 and is generally considered one of the greatest record men in the history of American popular music.

MacKaye, however, didn’t recognize him. Even when the older man mentioned Atlantic Records, MacKaye still didn’t put it all together.

**Ian MacKaye:** “He said he was the boss of Atlantic, so I assumed that he had come to see Jawbox.”

Nope, Ertegun wanted to talk to them, MacKaye assured them that Fugazi was all set in the label department.

Ertegun replied that he wanted to do a deal with Dischord, “like I did with Mick,” he said, meaning, of course, Jagger.

This was not really the time or place to be setting up a meeting, so MacKaye and Ertegun parted ways.

**Ian MacKaye:** “A shop steward from the venue came in and said, ‘Don’t you know who the fuck that was?’ I said, ‘No, not really.’ ‘That was Ahmet Ertegun.’”

Ian ended up reading Atlantic Records partner Jerry Wexler’s book *Rhythm and the Blues: A Life in American Music* to get the skinny on Ertegun.
**Ian MacKaye:** “The stuff about him was incredible, of course, and I wrote Ertegun a postcard thanking him for coming to the show and saying that I would love to hear some of his stories. He wrote me back, suggesting we get some dinner in Washington’s Chinatown sometime. We never did.”

Around the time of Roseland show, the first round of reviews for *Kill Taker* started rolling in. Many positive ones took a “they’re back!” sort of stance.

“After ’91’s lackluster *Steady Diet*, it’s great to hear D.C.’s favorite sons regaining their brutal stride,” wrote Alex Smith in *The New Review of Records*. *Rolling Stone*’s four-star review by Matt Diehl praised their sound’s diversity, and said, “There’s no greater agent of catharsis than Fugazi.” *Alternative Press* loved it, calling it “nothing less than a breakthrough.”

Not everyone was so smitten. Charles Aaron’s review in *Spin*, then in its High Grunge with Some Hip-Hop phase, was just brutal: “Like any radical middle class white boys, they don’t trust anything: not a hook, a groove, their songs or themselves.”

In *Time*, Christopher John Farley noted that the band’s greatest achievement is “not its music, but its idealism.” Ouch.

But on the whole notices were stronger than those for *Steady Diet*.

At the end of October, the band headed to Japan, Australia, and New Zealand for a string of dates, concluding with a show in Hawaii.

Upon returning home, after spending what added up to about six months on the road, the band did something they had never done: they took a break from constant touring and making records in 1994. It was the longest such time they
had (mostly) out of the public since the band started seven years ago, in 1987.

While the rest of the band stayed in D.C., Canty decided to move to the West Coast to be with his then-girlfriend (now wife of 20 years), who had moved to Seattle.

**Brendan Canty:** “I felt I needed to take some time. I just hung out in her apartment . . . and just played piano for about eight hours a day for four months at one point. And just tried teaching myself theory and move the ball forward in terms of my creative process.”

The band played a farewell-to-Brendan show June 3, 1994.

**Guy Picciotto:** “Brendan’s splitting to Seattle definitely felt seismic and was frustrating in terms of maintaining the pace we were accustomed to. I remember calling up Ian freaking out, asking ‘Are we a band if we don’t do any of the things that bands do? After so many years of non-stop wall-to-wall activity I guess it was disorienting for me, like getting the bends, to have so much downtime.’”

The funny part, of course, is that most bands take years out of the public eye here and there. Major label bands might tour for a year or two on a new album (think of U2 on the road for most of 1987–89 for *The Joshua Tree*). But they take a year off here and there. Most bands never kept up nearly the level of activity Fugazi did for so many years in a row.

But the band itself found new energy. In August of 1994, they undertook an intense eight-gig tour of Brazil and in the fall, started woodshedding at the Guilford house; a few of the songs that came out of those jams can be found on *Instrument.*
Guy Picciotto: “The Guilford sessions were big because we started getting way more serious about recording/engineering ourselves on the 8 track and using it as a tool for writing. We had started that process during Kill Taker but this was more intense in terms of going away and secluding ourselves to do nothing but write and work. That year ended up buying us a bunch more years ultimately by giving us a chance to revitalize ourselves.”

So it’s not unfair to say that the year-plus of Kill Taker—from the fall 1992 demo session with Albini to the recording with Niceley and the record’s release, and all the shows in between—marked the end of something.

The first half of Fugazi’s singular fifteen-year run was over.
It’s 2017 and as a wise man named Lou once said, those were different times.

Fugazi reconvened in the studio in 1995 for Red Medicine. They would go on to release that album and two more studio efforts, the dark and enigmatic End Hits in 1998 and the musical-palette-expanding The Argument in 2001. For the back half of the 1990s, the band toured the world, once again playing hundreds of shows over the next seven years.

Now confident behind the boards, Red Medicine was the first broad expansion of their sound. The hard strumming on “Do You Like Me?” almost sounds like furious indie pop. Picciotto explores creepy, subtly slinky rhythms on his cuts, while piano, MacKayé’s first instrument, shows up on the intro to the anthemic “Birthday Pony.” They also get a little cranky about alt-rock. In his first vocal performance, Lally decries “Generation fuck you” on the epic noise fest “By You,” while Guy realizes elsewhere, “I hate the sound of guitars/ a thousand grudging young millionaires.”

In some ways, End Hits, released after the alt-rock bubble had burst, is a slept-on masterpiece, an ode to the emotional entropy inherent in long-term punkhood.
Musically, it’s a continuation of *Red Medicine*’s innovations—obtuse structures and spiky, almost teetering rhythms abound. The music has traded fury for a quieter intensity. The porous borders of the pro-immigration “Place Position” date from the mid-1990s and will be relevant roughly forever. “Forman’s Dog” addresses the exploitation inherent in disaster and crime reportage. The destabilized revolution stays underground and away from prying eyes in “No Surprise.” (“No CIA/ No NSA/ Can map our veins,” whispers Picciotto.) “With glue and string we try to stay together/ Despite the pain” murmurs MacKaye in “Pink Frosty,” a quietly rumbling song as moving as any he’s written, proof positive that a sustained, articulate punk rock can exist after the first couple of gray hairs. *End Hits* retains a cult within the Fugazi cult.

Recorded in the first quarter of 2001 and released in October of that year, *The Argument* was Fugazi’s final album before going on indefinite hiatus in early 2003.

It’s regarded by many as their best; it’s certainly the band’s most musically diverse. As much as they would ever be, the songs seem more than a menu for live-show meal. Background vocals, sweeping cello from Amy Domingues, acoustic guitar, and Jerry Busher on second drums all play prominent, dramatic roles. “Break” rips apart gentrification, while “Strangelight” is a bizarrely sensual love song (uh, maybe). The anger is there, often as direct as ever, but fuller musical textures are the rule rather than the exception. As for being psychic, well, it was downright chilling to hear “some punk could argue moral ABCs/ when people are catching
what bombers release” that winter. Then again, they would say ’twas ever thus.

Nicely bookending their career was the Furniture EP. The B-sides are fine, but the keeper is the stellar A, a song that dates from their very earliest shows given new, vibrant life. The record is a sharp reminder that few artists have ever said “Yeah? BULLSHIT!” as clearly.

And that was it. The band went on hiatus in 2003 and on hiatus they remain. Their reasons remain their own.

MacKaye went on to form the Evans, a duo with his wife Amy Farina on drums and himself on baritone guitar. They have one child.

Joe Lally worked on the Fugazi Live Series, spent some time in Italy with his wife and child and created three solo albums. He and his family moved back to D.C. in 2015. As of 2017, Joe was playing music with MacKaye and Farina. It may become a formal band, it may not.

Brendan Canty played with various outfits here and there, including former Husker Du co-frontman Bob Mould’s band. He formed a band called Deathfix in 2009 in which he played guitar, sang, and became a noted creator of soundtracks. As of 2017, he is currently playing with Super! Silver! Haze! with himself on drums, Doug Kallmeyer on bass guitars, keyboards, and loopers, and Monica Stroik doing video projections. Canty also plays as the Messthetics, a band with Lally and guitarist Anthony Pirog.

Guy Picciotto moved with his wife and child to Brooklyn, New York. He produced many bands, from Blonde Redhead to the Gossip to Xylouris White. He performed with Vic
Chesnutt on Chesnutt’s final two albums *North Star Deserter* (Constellation; 2007) and *In the Cut* (Constellation; 2009) and tours. Chesnutt took his own life Christmas Day 2009.

* * *

It’s 2017 and it is incredibly hard to find bands that are anything like Fugazi.

There were plenty of bands in the 1990s who took cues from Fugazi. Acts such as Fuel, Jones Very, Alloy, and Quicksand took various pieces—a guitar sound here, a breakdown there. But none of them were able to replicate the band’s ductile rhythm section.

“Indie rock” seems to refer to a sound more than a status. Some independent labels thrive; thanks to bands such as Neutral Milk Hotel and the Arcade Fire, Merge Records has become one of the most successful indie labels around.

The three-headed indie conglomerate Secretly Canadian, Dead Oceans, and Jagjaguwar released hit albums from Anhoni and Bon Iver. Larger indie Sub Pop and Matador continue to operate. Thousands of independent bands choose to eschew labels entirely and self-release their music on platforms such as Bandcamp. If you are looking for a punk band interested in the politics of being human, Bandcamp is not a bad place to start.

The record business is a shell of its former self. In 2017, popularity is measured both in sales and internet streams—the Billboard charts underwent drastic revision in 2015 to reflect a streaming world.

In some way, it is easier than ever to get your music heard; consumers can find music that fits their taste within seconds.
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But it is next to impossible to imagine, for example, a band booking themselves into a room the size of the Hollywood Palladium without a booking agent.

It’s 2017, Donald Trump has been elected president of the United States of America, and it is hard to find a Fugazi fan who doesn’t wish they were still around.

Punk is in the present tense—always has been. As MacKaye is fond of saying, “Punk is the free space. It’s an area in which new ideas can be presented without having to go through the filtration or perversion of profiteering.”¹

And somewhere, a band is practicing that is as interested in the politics of being human just as Fugazi were. You should go look for them, see how they sound. Until then, throwing on In on the Kill Taker is to be inspired by it all over again. Dive in.

Austin, Texas
June 2017

¹http://www.huckmagazine.com/art-and-culture/ian-mackaye-survival-issue-interview/
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<td>51</td>
<td>Nick Drake’s Pink Moon</td>
<td>Amanda Petrusich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52</td>
<td>Celine Dion’s Let’s Talk About Love</td>
<td>Carl Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>53</td>
<td>Tom Waits’ Swordfishtrombones</td>
<td>David Smay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Throbbing Gristle’s 20 Jazz Funk Greats</td>
<td>Drew Daniel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>Patti Smith’s Horses</td>
<td>Philip Shaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>Black Sabbath’s Master of Reality</td>
<td>John Darnielle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>Slayer’s Reign in Blood</td>
<td>D.X. Ferris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ALSO AVAILABLE IN THE SERIES

58. *Richard and Linda Thompson’s Shoot Out the Lights* by Hayden Childs
59. *The Afghan Whigs’ Gentlemen* by Bob Gendron
60. *The Pogues’ Rum, Sodomy, and the Lash* by Jeffery T. Roesgen
61. *The Flying Burrito Brothers’ The Gilded Palace of Sin* by Bob Proehl
62. *Wire’s Pink Flag* by Wilson Neate
63. *Elliott Smith’s XO* by Mathew Lemay
64. *Nas’ Illmatic* by Matthew Gasteier
65. *Big Star’s Radio City* by Bruce Eaton
66. *Madness’ One Step Beyond…* by Terry Edwards
67. *Brian Eno’s Another Green World* by Geeta Dayal
68. *The Flaming Lips’ Zaireeka* by Mark Richardson
69. *The Magnetic Fields’ 69 Love Songs* by LD Beghtol
70. *Israel Kamakawiwo’ole’s Facing Future* by Dan Kois
71. *Public Enemy’s It Takes a Nation of Millions to Hold Us Back* by Christopher R. Weingarten
72. *Pavement’s Wowee Zowee* by Bryan Charles
73. *AC/DC’s Highway to Hell* by Joe Bonomo
74. *Van Dyke Parks’s Song Cycle* by Richard Henderson
75. *Slint’s Spiderland* by Scott Tennent
76. *Radiohead’s Kid A* by Marvin Lin
77. *Fleetwood Mac’s Tusk* by Rob Trucks
78. *Nine Inch Nails’ Pretty Hate Machine* by Daphne Carr
79. *Ween’s Chocolate and Cheese* by Hank Shteamer
80. *Johnny Cash’s American Recordings* by Tony Tost
81. *The Rolling Stones’ Some Girls* by Cyrus Patell
82. *Dinosaur Jr’s You’re Living All Over Me* by Nick Attfield
83. *Television’s Marquee Moon* by Bryan Waterman
84. *Aretha Franklin’s Amazing Grace* by Aaron Cohen
85. *Portishead’s Dummy* by RJ Wheaton
86. *Talking Heads’ Fear of Music* by Jonathan Lethem
87. *Serge Gainsbourg’s Histoire de Melody Nelson* by Darran Anderson
88. *They Might Be Giants’ Flood* by S. Alexander Reed and Philip Sandifer
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Andrew W.K.'s <em>I Get Wet</em></td>
<td>Phillip Crandall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Aphex Twin's <em>Selected Ambient Works Volume II</em></td>
<td>Marc Weidenbaum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>Gang of Four's <em>Entertainment</em></td>
<td>Kevin J.H. Dettmar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>Richard Hell and the Voidoids' <em>Blank Generation</em></td>
<td>Pete Astor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>J Dilla's <em>Donuts</em></td>
<td>Jordan Ferguson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>The Beach Boys' <em>Smile</em></td>
<td>Luis Sanchez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Oasis' <em>Definitely Maybe</em></td>
<td>Alex Niven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>Liz Phair's <em>Exile in Guyville</em></td>
<td>Gina Arnold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>Kanye West's <em>My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy</em></td>
<td>Kirk Walker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>Danger Mouse's <em>The Grey Album</em></td>
<td>Charles Fairchild</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>Sigur Rós's <em>()</em></td>
<td>Ethan Hayden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Michael Jackson's <em>Dangerous</em></td>
<td>Susan Fast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>Can's <em>Tago Mago</em></td>
<td>Alan Warner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>Bobbie Gentry's <em>Ode to Billie Joe</em></td>
<td>Tara Murtha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>Hole's <em>Live Through This</em></td>
<td>Anwen Crawford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Devo's <em>Freedom of Choice</em></td>
<td>Evie Nagy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Dead Kennedys' <em>Fresh Fruit for Rotting</em></td>
<td>Michael Stewart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Koji Kondo's <em>Super Mario Bros.</em></td>
<td>Andrew Schartmann</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Beat Happening's <em>Beat Happening</em></td>
<td>Bryan C. Parker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>Metallica's <em>Metallica</em></td>
<td>David Masciotra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>Phish's <em>A Live One</em></td>
<td>Walter Holland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>Miles Davis' <em>Bitches Brew</em></td>
<td>George Grella Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>Blondie's <em>Parallel Lines</em></td>
<td>Kembridge McLeod</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>112</td>
<td>Grateful Dead's <em>Workingman's Dead</em></td>
<td>Buzz Poole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>113</td>
<td>New Kids On The Block's <em>Hangin' Tough</em></td>
<td>Rebecca Wallwork</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114</td>
<td>The Geto Boys' <em>The Geto Boys</em></td>
<td>Rolf Potts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>115</td>
<td>Sleater-Kinney's <em>Dig Me Out</em></td>
<td>Jovana Babovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>116</td>
<td>LCD Soundsystem's <em>Sound of Silver</em></td>
<td>Ryan Leas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>117</td>
<td>Donny Hathaway's <em>Donny Hathaway Live</em></td>
<td>Emily J. Lordi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>The Jesus and Mary <em>Chain's Psychocandy</em></td>
<td>Paula Mejia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

120. *Angelo Badalamenti’s Soundtrack from Twin Peaks* by Clare Nina Norelli

121. *Young Marble Giants’ Colossal Youth* by Michael Blair and Joe Bucciero

122. *The Pharcyde’s Bizarre Ride II the Pharcyde* by Andrew Barker

123. *Arcade Fire’s The Suburbs* by Eric Eidelstein

124. *Bob Mould’s Worbook* by Walter Biggins and Daniel Couch

125. *Camp Lo’s Uptown Saturday Night* by Patrick Rivers and Will Fulton

126. *The Raincoats’ The Raincoats* by Jenn Pelly

127. *Björk’s Homogenic* by Emily Mackay